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Station KSCW is a CW Network affiliate in its service area. In carrying out its responsibilities as a 
public trustee, the station deals with and is responsive to the principal issues arising in its community 
on a continuing basis. A variety of specials, public service announcements, public affairs programs 
and broadcasts on matter of concern to our community are supplemented, in some cases, with in-
community projects. Our most significant programming, which has dealt with current community 

issues during the preceding three-month period, is set forth below.



Specific Treatment of Community Issues

News stories carried in the M-F and Sunday 7am Morning Newscasts and the rebroadcast of 
the daily KWCH 10:00pm newscasts, Monday through Sunday, ranging in length of 45 seconds 

or more address community issues.

News stories carried in the M-F 4pm and M-Sunday 9pm Newscasts ranging in length of 45 
seconds or more address community issues.



COMMUNITY ISSUES

Crime – Reports on criminal activity throughout the entire viewing area as well as the rest of the country 
and the world. Here we are listing just a few of the stories that were included in our newscast this quarter. 

Community - Connecting with the all members of the community and serving their specific and special 
needs is important in a diverse culture. In Wichita, as in most communities, there is a need for the public 
and private organizations to contribute money, time, and services to important issues, organizations, and 
causes within their community. As a public medium, we carry a responsibility to let the community know 
about important causes that are worthy of public support. 

Economy - The economy is of major importance to Kansas residents. Continuing growth keeps our 
employment rate high; new contract acquisitions by the local aircraft manufacturers, old businesses 
leaving town, new businesses coming in, proposed tax increases/decreases, and major weather concerns 
for residences and businesses. All of these factors impact the community, and are of ongoing interest and 
concern for our viewing audience. 

Education – Coverage of educational issues in the viewing area including the various school districts, 
higher education facilities, and communities. 

Environment - Environment issues and concerns are of interest are aired regularly in newscasts to keep 
viewers informed of the latest in Environmental technology, treatments, advisories, etc. 

Health & Safety - In Wichita, as in most communities, there is a need for public awareness of certain 
public and personal safety issues, and as a public medium, it is our responsibility to help ensure that a 
message is disseminated. 

Politics – Coverage of the issues and decisions by city, county and state government can affect them. 



Description of Programs Providing Most
Significant Treatment of Community Issues

Program Day  Time 

Eyewitness News This Morning Sun – F 7:00-9:00am 
This is a locally produced live news program that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue 
related stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually 45 seconds in duration, unless 
otherwise noted. 

Eyewitness News @ 4pm M-F  4:00-5:00pm
This is a locally produced live news program that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue 
related stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually 45 seconds in duration, unless 
otherwise noted. 

Eyewitness News @ 9pm M-F  9:00-9:30pm 
This is a locally produced live news program that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue 
related stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually 45 seconds in duration, unless herwise 
noted. 

The Catch it Kansas Show Fridays August - May 11:00pm 
This is a locally produced live sports program that recaps the local sporting events at the High School 
level. 

Eyewitness News at 10:00 Mon-Fri 1:00am – 1:30am Rebroadcast 
KSCW rebroadcasts the M-F 10:00pm News Program produced by KWCH. This is a locally produced 
live news programs that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related stories. The issue 
responsive program segments are usually two minutes in duration, unless otherwise noted. 

AG am in Kansas Monday-Friday 6:00-6:30pm 
AG am in Kansas is a locally produced half-hour agriculture show on television in the state of Kansas. At 
AG am in Kansas, the on-going mission is to tell Good News stories about the people, places and things 
relating to Agriculture in Kansas. The show is produced in coordination with Kansas State University's 
Research and the Extension Department. 

Ag Day Monday-Friday  6:30-7:00pm 
Ag Day is a syndicated daily half-hour television program presented in magazine format focusing on 
agriculture news, agribusiness, and country living. It is hosted by Clinton Griffiths. 

Face The Nation Page 2 Sunday 10:00am 
The second half hour of the weekly CBS program discussing a spectrum of national and international 
issues. 

Kansas Ag Report Saturdays  6:00am 
Regionally produced program focusing on Kansas Agriculture. 

Public Service All Days  Any times 
KSCW broadcasts local and national public service announcements of varying lengths throughout its 
broadcast schedule. Some of the announcements are part of campaigns on one subject
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CRIME

4/1/17 9pm

Sedgwick county sheriff's deputies are still on scene at a home just north of the intersection of 93rd and 
Oliver... That's where two people were shot inside their home. Tonight, deputies are still looking for who 
shot them. The incident happened around 9:00 this morning, when deputies were called to the home. The 
victims were a man and a woman in their early fifties, and were transported to the hospital in critical and 
serious condition. Deputies believe it was possibly a robbery that led to the shooting, and that there are at 
least two suspects that have yet to be found. < At least two the way it sounds, but again we're still working 
that out. With the varied descriptions we're getting, we don't have that definite yet.> deputies also say 
another person was here at the scene when they arrived, they don't believe he is a suspect, but he's been 
taken in for questioning. Lots of details investigators are still working to figure out, we'll continue to ask 
questions as the investigation continues, and bring you more information as it becomes available.

4/2/17 8am

The investigation continues this morning... Into what led to a shooting Saturday morning near valley 
center. Around 9 o'clock, Sedgwick county sheriff's deputies responded to a home near 93rd and Oliver... 
That's where two people were found with gunshot wounds. The victims are a man and a woman in their 
early fifties. They were transported to the hospital in critical and serious condition. Deputies believe the 
victims may have been robbed... and they're looking for at least two suspects. < At least two the way it 
sounds, but again we're still working that out. With the varied descriptions we're getting, we don't have 
that definite yet.> Deputies also say another person was there when they arrived, but they do not believe 
that person is a suspect. We'll continue to ask questions and bring you more information as it becomes 
available.

4/3/17 8am

Still no arrests in a weekend shooting in Sedgwick County. The sheriff's office says... 2 people in their 
50's were shot early Saturday morning. Deputies believes a robbery led up to the shooting... but do not 
know if it was a targeted incident. <39:00 the deputies who were initially in the house, didn't indicate 
whether they could tell anything was taken or not. and of course without the victims saying hey i'm 
missing a certain item, we'll have a hard time knowing that until we get more interviews with them.>both 
victims went to the hospital, one of them was in critical condition. We’ll ask for updates on their conditions 
today.

4/4/17 4pm

Wichita police make an arrest in a deadly shooting in southeast Wichita... It was breaking news we first 
told you about here on eyewitness news at four yesterday jail records show 18-year-old Mark Lewis 
Holley was arrested in connection with the shooting on Orme Monday... 18-year-old D'Shaun Smith was 
found shot to death in a car. Investigators say the two did not know each other. Devon Fasbinder joins us 
with what we know about the shooting.

4/5/17 4pm



Police are not ruling out suicide, or accidental shooting in the death of a 12-year-old. The boy's father 
found him dead.  Police say the son was in the closet with a gunshot wound. The father and another 
sibling were home at the time. A counselor at Kidzcope says this family will experience various emotions. 
<sot verbatim: During this time, families are being asked to make a lot of decisions, funeral arrangements, 
police questioning. All during a time when they are least equip to deal with it.> off camera, the boy's 
grandfather says his grandson was a happy kid, and had been around guns before.

4/6/17 4pm

A former Kansas high school coach has pleaded no contest to sexual exploitation of a child after a nude 
picture of a minor was found on his cell phone. Todd Kaiser entered the plea today in Barton county 
district court. Attorneys say police obtained a search warrant in June and found the nude picture. At the 
time, Kaiser was a physical education teacher at Eisenhower school. He also was a head cross country 
coach, winter weights coach, track head coach and driver's education teacher for the great bend district.  
He is scheduled to be sentenced June 23.

4/7/17 4pm

While his team celebrates a move to the a-a-c, w-s-u's coach Gregg Marshall is short about 200-thousand 
dollars... investigators say Marshall lost it in what the f-b-i is calling a Ponzi scheme. In a bankruptcy filing 
Wednesday, Marshall is listed as one of dozens of investors who lost a total of 21 million dollars. Marshall 
invested in t-s-i holdings...a North Carolina business. An f-b-i affidavit says the business owner was doing 
little investing...and instead taking investors’ money to pay for gambling, personal expenses and to pay 
off other investors. So far, Marshall has not commented on the loss.

4/8/17 9pm

That breaking news at the Quik-trip at central and Oliver where a teen was seriously hurt in a shooting. 
Dispatch got called out to this scene about an hour ago. Police say a black S-U-V dropped off the teen 
with a gunshot wound. Investigators believe he was shot at *another Quik-trip*, then brought to this 
location. He was taken to the hospital in serious condition. Police are still investigating what led up to this 
shooting.

4/9/17 9pm

This is the aftermath of two bombings that killed more than 40 people and injured more than 100 others... 
At Egyptian churches on Palm Sunday. Isis is taking responsibility for the explosions. Roxana Saberi 
shows us the moments that led up to the attacks.

4/10/17 4pm

Family members say they learned of how Micki Davis died just today. It's a detail they say they could 
have done without. They believe Davis was lured to this home and then killed. Wichita police say 63-year-
old Micki Davis and her grandson came to this house to pick up some things belonging to Davis' son. 
Investigators say Davis was confronted by 35-year-old Rachel Hilyard who then began assaulting Davis. 
That’s when police say Davis' 9-year-old grandson took his grandmother's phone, ran down the street and 
called police. When police arrived, the 9-year-old was able to show officers the home where the assault 



happened. Police say there was no answer at the front door, but officers were told to check the garage at 
the home, that's where police found Davis' body, decapitated. Inside the home police found Hilyard 
hiding. Family say Davis was asked by Hilyard to come over to the home. <sot Gene Gardner relative: 
she was such a giving, caring, compassionate person. I can't think of anybody that was more 
compassionate and caring than Micki was, and her compassion is what got her into trouble. > 
Investigators say the suspect dated Davis' son. Police say the victim's grandson who called 911 did not 
witness what happened to his grandmother.

4/11/17 4pm

they saved up thousands of dollars... and fixed it up to store every piece of equipment... now... a wichita 
boy scout troop's lost it all... to a thief... We heard from *you on Facebook this morning... Asking for help, 
to find a west side boy scout troop's stolen trailer... Katie Johnston talked with the scoutmaster...  who 
says they were just getting ready to paint the trailer... when it disappeared.

4/12/17 4pm

The woman accused of decapitating a 63-year-old woman makes her first appearance in court. Rachael 
Hilyard appeared before a judge this afternoon. Melissa Scheffler is at the breaking news desk with 
details on the charges against her.

4/13/17 4pm

A man... shot and killed after shooting at officers and leading them ON a chase through multiple counties. 
Now... Wichita police have identified him as Charles S. Johnston. He was originally wanted in a murder 
last year... that was later determined to be self-defense. We've followed the story since it broke early this 
morning... Akeam Ashford has new information from police...  In just the last couple of hours. Akeam?

4/14/17 4pm

***vO IN STORYTELLER***}

     A KILLER WHO VIDEOTAPED HIS CRIME THEN POSTED IT ON FACEBOOK REMAINS AT LARGE 
TODAY.

     STEVE STEPHENS IS NOW THE TARGET OF A MANHUNT THAT STRETCHES FROM THE MIDWEST 
TO THE EAST COAST. 

An arrest has now been made in the death of a u-n worker with ties to Hesston Kansas. A Congolese 
military official say... one person has been arrested - accused of killing Michael sharp. Michael sharp 
WAS kidnapped... along with three other members OF his team in the Congo. Last month... his body was 
found. Sharp’s father is a professor at Hesston College. Officials in the Congo had been looking into 
accusations that the Congolese army and militia groups... were committing human rights violations. Three 
other members of their team - who were kidnapped - are still missing.

4/15/17 9pm



A daycare owner is charged with first degree murder in the death of a nine-month-old.  The Douglas 
county district attorney charged Carrody Buchhorn Friday. The license for her daycare was suspended 
when the toddler died last September. The state later closed the daycare completely. A criminal complaint 
filed with the charges does not show *how* how the child died. Buchhorn is in jail in lieu of a 250-
thousand dollar bond.

4/16/17 8am

Breaking news overnight... Wichita police confirm... a man died in an early morning drive-by shooting. 
This happened around 1:30 this morning near central and Edwards. According to police, when first 
responders arrived on the scene...the victim was already dead inside a car. Police have not released the 
victim's name or any suspect information...but did say the shooting does not appear to be random.

4/17/17 9pm

{***CONT VO***}

     The 19-year-old has been arrested. 

     Wayne County prosecutors will decide whether any charges will be filed. 

     One of the officers is out of the hospital ... The other is also expected to be okay.

TWO POLICE OFFICERS IN DETROIT ARE RECOVERING ...AFTER GETTING SHOT ON A 
BURGLARY CALL. Police say a 19-year-old who lived in the house shot the officers late last night ... 
Believing *they* were the burglars. The teen's mother and younger sibling were home at the time. It’s not 
clear whether the officers announced themselves when they walked into the house. The 19-year-old has 
been arrested. Wayne County prosecutors will decide whether any charges will be filed.

One of the officers is out of the hospital ... The other is also expected to be okay.

4/18/17 4pm

   new video shows

inmates at an illinois jail trying to light their green jumpsuits on fire.

   surveillance video shows one inmate igniting his jumpsuit using material he caught on fire in a microwave.

   A second jumpsuit is added.

   Correctional officers moved the inmates out of the smoke filled room.

   The microwave used to start the fire has since been removed.

Inmates at an Illinois jail trying to light their green jumpsuits on fire. Surveillance video shows one inmate 
igniting his jumpsuit using material he caught on fire in a microwave. A second jumpsuit is added. 
Correctional officers moved the inmates out of the smoke filled room. The microwave used to start the fire 
has since been removed.

4/19/17 4pm



Another former nfl star is back in court today...

Former Dallas cowboy’s running back and Wichita native joseph randle is facing several charges - 
including aggravated battery. He’s accused of hitting three people with his car - while at a party. 
Witnesses say - he got mad when someone used the "n-word" during a drinking game. He had to be 
forcefully removed. That’s when witnesses say - he intentionally hit three people with his car.

4/20/17 4pm

we're continuing to follow breaking news out of Paris where police at least one police officer has been 
shot and killed in a deadly attack on a police van Melissa is at the breaking news desk with the latest on 
what investigators are now saying about the attack 

4/24/17 4pm

Time is running out for two convicted killers in Arkansas. Jack jones and marcel Williams are scheduled to be executed 
tonight after A FEDERAL APPEALS COURT DENIED their requests to stop their sentence from being carried out. 
Tonight would be the first double execution in the u-s in more than 16-years and the second and third executions in 
Arkansas this month. The state initially planned to execute eight inmates before one of its lethal injection drugs expires 
April 30th.Legal appeals put four of those executions on hold.another execution is scheduled for Thursday.

4/26/17 4pm

ONE MAN IS SERIOUSLY HURT AFTER AN CONFRONTATION WITH HIS GIRLFRIEND'S EX TURNS 
VIOLENT. Police tell us the man had his girlfriend over at his house on south emporia overnight...When they went 
outside they ran into the woman's ex-boyfriend. Police say an argument started and escalated...as the ex-boyfriend 
fired a shot... Hitting the man in the upper body. That man was taken to the hospital. His injuries do not appear to be 
life threatening. So far no arrests have been made.

4/27/17 4pm

Investigators in Lyon County say they've now tracked down the owner of this guinea pig. We told you yesterday the 
small pet was found abandoned in a mailbox this week.so far the owner has not been arrested, but investigators tell 
us animal cruelty charges could come from the Lyon county attorney's office. The sheriff's office says cruelty to 
animals includes knowingly abandoning an animal in any place without making provisions for its proper care.

     

5/1/17 10pm

A KINGMAN COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPUTY IS PLACED ON LEAVE.IT COMES AFTER BEING NAMED 
IN A PROTECTION ORDER FILED LAST WEEK.MICHAEL FRENCH IS THE DEPUTY NAMED IN 



THAT ORDER.A HEARING ON THE MATTER IS SET FOR LATER THIS MONTH.FRENCH IS ON 
LEAVE PENDING AN INTERNAL INVESTIGATION.

5/2/17 4pm

The Better Business is warning consumers about a new Facebook scam that people are falling for. A 
coupon that you think might get you a good deal at Lowe's home improvement store is phony and is 
identical to previous schemes involving Home Depot, Costco, Amazon and Kroger. The scam appears as 
a promotion for a Mother's Day coupon offering customers $50 off their next purchase. The "coupon" 
appears as a shared link on your Facebook account. Once you click the post to claim your coupon, you 
are taken to a fake Lowe's website. However, this page is actually a fake survey designed to gather 
personal information and Lowe's has confirmed it is in no way affiliated with it.BBB offers these tips for 
helping you identify a scam on Facebook: Don’t always believe what you see. It's easy to steal the colors, 
logos and header of an established organization. Scammers can also make links look like they lead to 
legitimate websites. It's safer to visit the site through a search on your internet browser than to follow a 
link in a solicitation. Legitimate businesses do not ask for credit card numbers or banking information on 
customer surveys. If they do ask for personal information, like an address or email, be sure there's a link 
to their privacy policy. Watch out for a reward that sounds too good to be true. If the survey is real, you 
may be entered in a drawing to win a gift card or receive a small discount off your next purchase. Few 
businesses can afford to give away $50 gift cards for completing a few questions.

5/3/17 4pm

DON'T OPEN ANY ATTACHMENTS SENT FROM GOOGLE DOCS.That's THE WARNING FROM 
GOOGLE THIS AFTERNOON AS THEY LOOK INTO REPORTS THAT GMAIL WAS HACKED...AND 
YOU MAY BE GETTING SPAM MESSAGES THAT LOOK LIKE THEY'RE COMING FROM YOUR 
FRIENDS.JACOB ALBRACHT IS LOOKING INTO THE HACK.

5/3/17 4pm

DON'T OPEN ANY ATTACHMENTS SENT FROM GOOGLE DOCS. That's THE WARNING FROM 
GOOGLE THIS AFTERNOON AS THEY LOOK INTO REPORTS THAT GMAIL WAS HACKED...AND 
YOU MAY BE GETTING SPAM MESSAGES THAT LOOK LIKE THEY'RE COMING FROM YOUR 
FRIENDS. JACOB ALBRACHT IS LOOKING INTO THE HACK.

5/5/17 4pm

CAMPUS POLICE ARE CALLED IN TO INVESTIGATE AN OMINOUS SIGHT ON THE K-STATE 
CAMPUS.THE UNIVERSITY SAYS a NOOSE WAS FOUND HANGING FROM a TREEMICHAEL 
SCHWANKE IS at the breaking news desk WITH THE DETAILS.

5/8/2017 4pm



A western Kansas police chief... accused of blackmail, harassment and other charges... appears back in 
court. Rachel skytta has the latest on charges against him.

5/9/17 9pm

The murder conviction against a former n-f-l star is tossed-out. Why a judge wiped the slate clean.... After 
his death.

5/10/17 4pm

Another threat at garden city high school...police say they were made aware of reports of the threat 
yesterday morning. They say those threats of violence were towards students and staff. A teacher 
reported the threats to the principal. A 15-year-old has been taken into custody for criminal threat. Police 
say he was making verbal threats towards students and staff that he had a gun and was going to commit 
violence. Police say he did not have a gun or a plan to carry out the acts.

5/11/17 4pm

WE now know the name of the woman who was killed in yesterday’s deadly hit-and run...Today Wichita 
police identified that victim as 39-year-old elena Martinez. They tell us Martinez died yesterday afternoon 
after being hit by a truck early in that morning. Police say a man was driving on south perry when he 
came upon her body in the road. She was taken to the hospital but died a few hours later. Police say a 
27-year-old man has been booked into jail for hit and run and other traffic charges.

5/12/17 4pm

That breaking news from seward county where we're learning about the suspects arrested....in 
connection to 144 pounds of cocaine seized from a plane at the liberal airport...Devon fasbinder joins us 
from the newsroom with the latest details....

5/15/17 4pm

INVESTIGATORS WITH THE SEDGWICK COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE ARE LOOKING TO FIND OUT 
WHAT HAPPENED TO A MOTORCYCLIST FOUND DEAD IN THE ROAD NEAR LINCOLN AND 
OSAGE <corrected: SATURDAY NIGHT.> THEY TELL US A DEPUTY TRIED TO STOP THE MAN 
AFTER NOTICING HE WAS RIDING A STOLEN MOTORCYCLE... BUT THE MAN SPED AWAY...

AS THE DEPUTY SEARCHED FOR, HE FOUND 27-YEAR-OLD BRYCE REED LYING IN THE ROAD 
ON LINCOLN. REED WAS PRONOUNCED DEAD ON SCENE.

5/16/17 4pm

New details now about the human remains discovered near a home west of wichita yesterday.

police now say there is no evidence of foul play...they tell us they believe those human remains belong to 
a homeless man. investigators say a farmer was mowing a field near 13th street and 151st street west 
when he found the remains. he called 9-1-1. the sheriff's office is working to identify the remains.



5/17/17 4pm

ONE MAN IS FACING CHARGES after crashing a stolen vehicle in Butler County. dispatchers tell us 
local police were helping the Kansas Turnpike Authority in tracking down the vehicle. That's when the 
driver crashed the vehicle and fled behind Andover United Methodist Church. That church is near 
Meadowlark Elementary School on NORTH Andover Road. No one was hurt.

5/18/17 4pm

Now to an investigation out of new york...one person is dead and 23 people hurt after a car plows into 
pedestrians in times square. it was breaking news we first told you about on eyewitness news at noon 
today. several of the victims are in critical condition right now. right now law enforcement officials say 
there's no evidence that terrorism is involved. it happened during the busy lunchtime hour. police quickly 
closed off times square

5/19/17 4pm

THERE ARE LEGITIMATE WORK-FROM-HOME JOBS. IN FACT, AMAZON RECENTLY ANNOUNCED 
NEW JOBS THAT ALLOW YOU TO WORK AT HOME...BUT THE INTERNET IS FULL OF JOB 
OPPORTUNITIES THAT ALLEGEDLY LET YOU WORK FROM HOME, BUT TURN OUT TO BE A 
SCAM. AS SCOTT EVANS EXPLAINS, HOMEWORK IS KEY. he shows what you should look for...so 
you don't fall for it....

5/22/17 4pm

AGAIN, THAT DEADLY SHOOTING WAS ONE OF 4 WEEKEND SHOOTINGS WITHIN THE SAME 
AREA...A 17-YEAR-OLD IS RECOVERING TODAY AFTER POLICE SAY HE WAS SHOT WHILE 
PLAYING BASKETBALL JUST A FEW BLOCKS AWAY ON NORTH PIATT. POLICE DO NOT KNOW 
ABOUT A SUSPECT OR WHAT THE MOTIVE WAS. A HOME AND A VEHICLE WERE ALSO HIT. two 
other teens were hurt in another shooting just to the south...near 15th and new york. police say in all, 3 
people were hurt in that shooting saturday night. officers were told a vehicle drove by the home and 
someone inside fired.

5/23/17 4pm

<natural Sound We heard a loud bang and then there was just silence.// we just saw a stampede of 
people running to us, shouting to run and get out SCREAMING> ENGLAND IS IN MOURNING TODAY 
AFTER A CONCERT FOR YOUNG FANS IS TARGETED IN A TERROR ATTACK.

IT SENT THRONGS OF FANS RUNNING FOR THEIR LIVES. 22 PEOPLE WERE KILLED WHEN THE 
BOMB DETONATED LAST NIGHT... many of them children. MICHAEL SCHWANKE IS KEEPING AN 
EYE ON THE INVESTIGATION FROM OUR BREAKING NEWS DESK.

5/24/17 4pm

Police have arrested a 5th suspect in the deadly Manchester concert attack.



5/25/17 9pm

THE SEDGWICK COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE... SAYS ONE OF ITS JAIL DEPUTIES... HAS BEEN 
ARRESTED, ACCUSED OF D-U-I...melissa scheffler's at the breaking news desk with new details we 
received in just the last 30 minutes.

5/29/17 4pm

AN OFF-DUTY DEPUTY SHOOTS AND KILLS A SUSPECTED SHOP-LIFTER AT A WAL-MART IN 
RAYTOWN, MISSOURI. now... an investigation into that shooting is underway. police say... the deputy 
was working off-duty at the store sunday night. she tried to stop the man as he left the store. they 
struggled... and police say the suspect grabbed her taser. police say... that's when the deputy pulled her 
weapon and shot the man. the deputy and suspect were taken to the hospital... where the suspect later 
died. the deputy is on administrative leave pending the investigation... which is standard procedure in an 
officer-involved shooting.

5/30/17 4pm

ONE MAN WAS TAKEN TO THE HOSPITAL TODAY AFTER POLICE SAY HE WAS HIT BY A CITY 
BUS... AND GOT STUCK UNDERNEATH. crews had to jack up the bus to free the man. it happened at 
the intersection of topeka and english in downtown wichita. investigators say the bus was turning left onto 
english when it hit the man, who was walking on english. he was taken to the hospital with non-critical 
injuries. police are still looking into the crash. it's not clear yet whether the bus driver will be cited.

5/31/17 4pm

The f-b-i is assisting the kansas city police department investigating a series of murders on or near 
walking trails. The murders have taken place over a nine-month period. Another body was found monday 
morning Kansas city police say... Someone walking along the trolley track trail found a man's body. 
Investigators do *not* know how the man died. Police say... they do *not* believe this is related to four 
other murders along "Indian Creek Trial," four miles from Trolley Trail.

6/1/17 4pm

ROGER RIGHT NOW THE RESORTS WORLD MANILA IS ON LOCKDOWN...EARLIER THIS 
AFTERNOON WE SAW PEOPLE RUNNING FROM THE HOTEL AS HEAVILY ARMED SWAT 
OFFICERS MOVING IN AFTER THE INITIAL EXPLOSION. HOTEL EMPLOYEES TOLD CNN THAT A 
MASKED GUNMAN WAS INSIDE THE HOTEL AND WAS FIRING AT BOTH STAFF AND GUESTS 
THAT WERE FLEEING THE ATTACK. PHILIPPINE POLICE CHIEF SAYS NO EVIDENCE THAT 
CASINO ATTACK IS TERRORISM AND NO CONFIRMED REPORTS OF GUNSHOT WOUNDS RIGHT 
NOW WE STILL DON'T KNOW MANY DETAILS ABOUT THE INCIDENT... WE WILL CONTINUE TO 
TRACK SITUATION AND BRING YOU ANY UPDATES AS THEY BECOME AVAILABLE.

6/2/17 9pm



AN AMBER ALERT IS OUT RIGHT NOW FOR THREE CHILDREN... this is a look at their photos.12 year 
old William j. Thompson the third...5 year old Ethan Thompson and 2 year old Damien wright are missing. 
All three boys have black hair and brown eyes. They are believed to be with this man... 29-year old Dane 
wright. He has hazel eyes and is balding. They're believed to be in a 2001 4-door white ford focus.  It has 
Kansas tag 7-1-8 j-h-x. If you see the boys... The suspect or the vehicle... Call 9-1-1 immediately this 
amber alert is related to a deadly fire earlier today on north ash. Firefighters found a woman dead in the 
home. Again... If you know where the boys or the suspect are... Call 911   WE HAVE ALL THIS 
INFORMATION POSTED ON OUR WEBSITE AND THE K-W-C-H APP...STAY WITH US... WE'LL KEEP 
YOU UPDATED.

6/5/17 4pm

A man should be okay... after being shot over the weekend near douglas and seneca...police say a man 
he knew came to his home... hit him with a bat... and shot him...he was treated at the hospital... and later 
released. police are still searching for the suspect.

6/6/17 4pm

WE WILL CONTINUE TO TRACK THE SITUATION OUT IN QUINTER AND BRING YOU UPDATES AS 
SOON AS THEY BECOME AVAILABLE. WE'RE ALSO FOLLOWING A DEVELOPING SITUATION IN 
SALINE COUTNY WHERE A BODY HAS BEEN DISCOVERED NEAR A BRIDGE. BRITTNI 
THOMASON IS LIVE AT THAT SCENE NOW. BRITTNI WHAT DO WE KNOW SO FAR?

6/7/17 4pm

Have you seen this woman? topeka police are asking for your help finding 33 year old vivian vasquez.

police say she was taken this morning around 7. they believe this is the man who took her... 38-year old 
pedro enriquez. The two were last seen in a silver p-t cruiser. Police say the two know each other. If 
you've seen either of them... Call police.

6/8/17 4pm

Another person has been arrested in the death of a saline county man. 34-year-old brandon lee saint clair 
was arrested in the death of brandon shelby. Shelby was found dead near the smoky hill river bridge. The 
k-b-i says it appears shelby suffered blunt force trauma to the head and other injuries. charles rodgers 
and james pavey were also arrested in his death.

6/9/17 4pm

ONE MAN FACES DRUG CHARGES AFTER INVESTIGATORS DISCOVER A LARGE MARIJUANA 
GROWING OPERATION NEAR THE CITY OF GALATIA. the barton county sheriff's office carried out the 
bust thursday. they say they seized more than 11 hundred plants as well as other supplies. Officers 
arrested Arthur Kronenberg in connection with the case. he was booked into the Barton County jail on 
charges of cultivation and distribution of marijuana, possession of marijuana, possession of drug 
paraphernalia and no drug tax stamp.

6/12/17 4pm



A FORMER GREAT BEND TRACK COACH IS SENTENCED IN A CHILD SEX CASE. Todd Eric Kaiser 
was convicted in april of sexual exploitation of a child. At sentencing, Kaiser was placed on probation for 
36 months. He will also be under house arrest for 32 months. Kaiser will register as a sex offender, and 
cannot have firearms. If he violates his probation, he will be supervised for life.

6/13/17 4pm

WE'RE LEARNING *NEW INFORMATION ABOUT A CHILD... SEXUALLY ASSAULTED IN WEST 
WICHITA...TODAY POLICE SAID THE GIRL IS SEVEN YEARS OLD... AND STILL IN THE HOSPITAL...

AND THEY'RE STILL LOOKING FOR THE MAN THEY SAY WENT INTO AN APARTMENT AND 
ASSAULTED HER SUNDAY MORNING. Akeam ashford joins us with where the investigation stands 
right now.

6/14/17 4pm

In other breaking news......three victims and a gunman are dead in a shooting at a u-p-s facility in san 
francisco. The shooter, a U-P-S employee, turned the gun on himself. it happened around nine this 
morning at a sorting facility. police say there is no evidence that terrorism played a role in this shooting. 
The wife of one of the survivors says the gunman broke into a safety meeting and shot three people 
execution-style. This happened just before drivers would normally head out for their daily deliveries.

6/15/17 9pm

The calling party is advising that when she got up, the back door was open the dog was barking at 
something, but unknown what, but that's unusual for the dog That's what dispatchers heard when they got 
a call about a seven year old who sexually assaulted. it happened this weekend on north smith court near 
i-235 and zoo boulevard. police haven't found the suspect but they've released a description. they say 
he's a white male that's clean shaven with light colored hair. he was wearing jeans and an unknown shirt 
at the time. if you have any information about what happened, you shoudl call police.

6/16/17 4pm

AFTER A WEEK LONG SEARCH... WICHITA POLICE ARREST A MAN SUSPECTED OF SEXUALLY 
ASSAULTING A SEVEN-YEAR-OLD GIRL AT A WEST WICHITA APARTMENT. 23-year-old corbin 
breitenbach is being held in the sedgwick county jail on multiple charges... including first degree murder 
and rape of a child. we first broke news of the arrest on the k-w-c-h app this morning...akeam ashford is 
live out front of where this all started.

6/19/17 4pm

A wichita man is in the sedgwick county jail - accused of making a terroristic threat on social media 
brendon may was arrested early this morning near kellogg and webb. POLICE SAY HE MADE SOCIAL 
MEDIA POSTS - CLAIMING HE WOULD HURT OTHER PEOPLE. AKEAM ASHFORD HAS BEEN 



TRACKING THIS STORY SINCE IT BROKE THIS MORNING. Akeam, what have you learned from 
police?

6/20/17 4pm

Breaking news overnight....the man wanted for shooting at a kansas highway patrol trooper is behind 
bars. Officers arrested 39-year-old richard lee gathercole early this morning. the kansas highway patrol 
says law enforcement caught up with him in lexington, nebraska. that's near kearney. the shooting 
happened near goodland last night.The last time the man was seen in kansas was in rawlins county that's 
where the sherman county sheriff's office says... he stole a ford pickup. the highway patrol says...the man 
refused to pull over near goodland..and drove down a country road. that's when k-h-p says he fired a shot 
at a trooper. the trooper was not hit and shot back. WE HAVE REACHED OUT TO THE SHERIFF'S 
OFFICE WHERE THE MAN WAS ARRESTED SEVERAL TIMES. WE ARE STILL WAITING TO HEAR 
BACK.

6/21/17 4pm

Breaking news out of california....A COURT-APPOINTED INVESTIGATOR BLAMES OAKLAND'S 
MAYOR AND THE CITY'S FORMER POLICE CHIEF....FOR MISHANDLING AND DOWN-PLAYING A 
SEXUAL MISCONDUCT SCANDAL IN THE CITY'S POLICE DEPARTMENT. INVESTIGATORS SAY 
THEY DID NOT LAUNCH A SERIOUS INVESTIGATIO INTO A TEENAGER'S CLAIMS SHE HAD SEX 
WITH AS MANY AS TWO DOZEN OFFICERS, STARTING WHEN SHE WAS 15. THE CITY OF 
OAKLAND PAID THE VICTIM ALMOST 1 MILLION DOLLARS TO SETTLE HER LEGAL CLAIMS. 
SEVEN CURRENT AND FORMER OFFICERS FACE CRIMINAL CHARGES.

6/22/17 4pm

{***ON CAM***}

     WE HAVE ALL THIS INFORMATION POSTED ON OUR WEBSITE AND THE K-W-C-H APP...

     STAY WITH US... WE'LL KEEP YOU UPDATED.

CONDITION IN PARK CITY TONIGHT.

     WE'RE ALSO FOLLOWING BREAKING NEWS IN TOPEKA... WHERE LAWMAKERS APPROVED 
CHANGES TO THE STATE'S CONCEALED CARRY LAW. A SHOOTING LEAVES ONE PERSON IN 
CRITICAL CONDITION IN PARK CITY TONIGHT.

     WE'RE ALSO FOLLOWING BREAKING NEWS IN TOPEKA... WHERE LAWMAKERS APPROVED 
CHANGES TO THE STATE'S CONCEALED CARRY LAW. A SHOOTING LEAVES ONE PERSON IN 
CRITICAL CONDITION IN PARK CITY TONIGHT.

     WE'RE ALSO FOLLOWING BREAKING NEWS IN TOPEKA... WHERE LAWMAKERS APPROVED 
CHANGES TO THE STATE'S CONCEALED CARRY LAW.

{***CONT VO***}



     Uber reimbursed this driver for her stolen wages.....

     But the company warns scams like this are happening all over the country. t the company warns scams like this 
are happening all over the country.

A SHOOTING LEAVES ONE PERSON IN CRITICAL CONDITION IN PARK CITY TONIGHT.

     WE'RE ALSO FOLLOWING BREAKING NEWS IN TOPEKA... WHERE LAWMAKERS APPROVED 
CHANGES TO THE STATE'S CONCEALED CARRY LAW.

{***MELISSA     Uber reimbursed this driver for her stolen wages.....

     But the company warns scams like this are happening all over the country.

{***CONT VO***}

     Uber reimbursed this driver for her stolen wages.....

     But the company warns scams like this are happening all over the country.

{***SWOOSH***}

     Roger cornish brings us the latest details from cleveland police. 

     Roger?

COMMUNITY



4/1/17 9pm

Members of the Kansas state fair board are considering a master plan that would get rid of the race track. 
The Hutchinson News reports the plan would replace the southern curves of the track with a new horse 
exhibition area and practice arena. Other ideas include a permanent stage and new dirt area for 
demolition derbies and tractor pulls. Getting rid of the century-old racetrack is just *one* suggestion the 
board discussed Thursday. None of the proposals are close to being approved.

4/2/17 8am

The community came together Saturday to show their support for injured officer Brian Arterburn. A non-
profit held a spaghetti lunch to raise money that will go toward his recovery efforts. You may remember, 
back in February...a driver in an s-u-v ran over Arterburn during an arrest attempt. Officer Arterburn is 
now rehabilitating at a hospital in Denver. Members of the fraternal order of eagles say a spaghetti feast 
was the least they could do for a brother in blue. <sot verbatim: "That's our mission statement as an 
organization is 'People helping people,' and who better to help than someone who serves our community 
and protects our lives and our property?" > The olive garden at new market square donated a full meal for 
200 people. They raised more than one thousand dollars that will go directly to officer Arterburn and his 
family.

4/3/17 8am

Family and friends of an independence, Missouri police officer shot last week - Gathered to help raise 
money for his recovery. The fundraising event was held this weekend at an area speedway. Thomas 
Wagstaff was shot while he was investigating a home break-in four men have been charged and are in 
jail under 500-thousand dollar bonds. His fellow officer say the fundraiser is just one way the community 
can show support. <He's paid the ultimate sacrifice by being shot in the line of duty and we need to be 
there to support officer Wagstaff financially for the long run.> Wagstaff has been with the department for 
15 years.

4/4/17 4pm

Roger cornish brings us the latest details from cleveland police.

New video captures a dramatic rescue on the rails of a subway train in New York City. A man fell onto the 
tracks just moments before a train arrived. A bystander saw the situation and rushed into action to get the 
man to safety. That in itself was no easy feat - the Good Samaritan reportedly crossed over to the other 
side of the platform - hopping two electrified third rails in the process. No word on what caused the man to 
fall onto the tracks.

4/5/17 4pm

The fate of Wichita state is now up to a vote. The American athletic conference board of directors meet 
will meet this Friday. They're voting on whether or not to allow Wichita state into the league. Arielle Orsuto 
joins us now with what we know....

4/6/17 4pm



Older generations know him as the king of insult comedy... And if you're younger... you know his voice 
from "toy story"... comedian Don Rickles has died at the age of 90... His publicist confirmed he died today 
of kidney failure at his Los Angeles home... He’s known for his "insult comedy"... headlining casinos and 
nightclubs from Vegas to Atlantic City... and appearing on late-night talk shows... But he also frequently 
appeared in t-v shows and movies... including voicing "mister potato head" in the toy story films. Rickles 
leaves behind his wife... daughter... and two grandchildren.

4/7/17 4pm

The shockers move out of the valley has grabbed a lot of attention online... Many of you seem to be 
excited about the change. Since we posted it on Facebook, many of you have weighed in... including 
Connie who says "This is a big day in shocker nation" Denton says "I'd like to see the Shox in the Big 12 
eventually to open the door for two conference games a year against KU and K-State" But Malia says 
"Maybe good for basketball but what about the rest of the school?" we want to know what you think... talk 
to us now on Facebook and twitter...and we'll be showing your comments throughout the show. On 
twitter, use the hashtag *KWCH 12*

4/8/17 9pm

The k-t-a wants to know what you think about the turnpike. It has an online survey, it says will be used to 
improve both the turnpike and the services the agency provides. You can find a link to that survey on our 
website, k-w-c-h dot com.

4/9/17 9pm

Law enforcement face off against the military - and it's all for a good cause. The Wichita thunder hosted a 
hockey tournament pitting police against the air force. All the proceeds from the game go to Brian 
Arterburn, the officer run over in February. The manager for the Thunder says this is the least he can do 
to support a member of the community. <we all pray for him (Arterburn) and his family and hope for the 
best and hopefully next year we get them all out to a game. > Officer Arterburn was seriously injured on 
the job in early February... He is recovering at a rehab facility in Colorado.

4/10/17 4pm

This story had a lot of you talking online including Jason who says "I would have gotten up and joined him 
and shamed the airline all over the airport!! Karen says "Maybe those staff members that needed to catch 
that next connection should leave sooner on a plane with empty seats. Or maybe the airline shouldn't 
overbook." we want to know what you think... Talk to us now on Facebook and twitter...and we'll be 
showing your comments throughout the show. On twitter, use the hashtag *KWCH 12*.

4/11/17 4pm

A Wichita police officer who was run over on the job is still recovering today. We learned today Brian 
Arterburn had surgery on Friday which will cause a short delay in his rehab. Arterburn was hit in February 
while trying to deploy spike strips. He had injuries to his head... chest and abdomen. Arterburn was flown 
to a Colorado last month where he has been undergoing therapy at a rehab facility.



4/12/17 4pm

Soon you won't have to wait for the mail carrier to know what they're bringing. right now postal workers 
here in wichita are preparing to roll out a new program that allows you to see what mail you're getting 
before its ever delivered. It’s called "informed delivery" and the service is set to debut here in Kansas on 
Friday. The postal service already takes pictures of mail as they sort it... now you'll be able to get those 
pictures emailed to you so you know what's headed to your mailbox. The postal service says they hope 
the new service will help cut down on mail theft.

4/13/17 4pm

A stolen trailer belonging to a local Boy Scout troop... was found. Someone noticed the trailer and 
reported it to police. The theft happened sometime between Sunday and Monday. The trailer was parked 
in a visible area... and had a hitch lock and a wheel lock. It was filled with the boy scouts' camping 
supplies. The trailer was empty... But it was returned to the owners.

4/14/17 4pm

It's Good Friday... meaning Easter is just a few days away. There's still time to grab some chocolate 
bunnies before the big holiday. Shane Konicki was out this morning making all sorts of fun Easter treats 
for Eyewitness News This Morning's Where's Shane segment. Shane stopped by "Cero's Candies"... and 
helped owner Betty Albrecht (ALL-BROCKED) make some chocolate bunnies, including one giant one. 
Becky told Shane... customers aren't just interested in buying some chocolate Easter treats, but they're 
interested in watching them be made as well! <sot verbatim: They're curious as to the process of the 
kettle, and whatever I'm doing, like if I'm doing this and they come up- "Oh that's how they do that."> 
Don't forget to tell us where *you think Shane should go next. And then tune in weekday mornings to 
Eyewitness News this morning... to see where he ends UP.

4/15/17 9pm

Have you ever thought about being a firefighter? If you live in Sedgwick County, now could be your 
chance. Firefighters hosted a recruiting event in Bel-Aire this morning. They say they hope to giving 
people a chance to get a hands-on look at the experience will encourage potential applicants. <They can 
touch the equipment, they can talk to the firefighters, they can get an idea if this job is really gonna be for 
them.> Candidates need to be eighteen....have a high school diploma or equivalent....get E-M-T and 
Firefighter certified....carry a Kansas license...and pass a physical agility test.

4/16/17 8am

The nine victims of the Charleston church shooting are being honored at the city's international airport. 
Alexis Simmon has the story on this special tribute....and how millions of people will now have the 
opportunity to honor their memory.

4/17/17 9pm



AN IOWA SENATOR WANTS TO PENALIZE COMPANIES THAT MARKET POT-LACED CANDY TO 
YOUR KIDS. Senator chuck Grassley’s bill would impose mandatory minimum sentences....on anyone 
caught trying to sell the sweets to minors. The senator says he hopes this can also fight a growing black 
market of candy laced with stronger drugs. They will do anything to get kids hooked on drugs. So, they 
mix the drugs, even methamphetamine with candy and then sell it like its real candy." marijuana 
advocates say the law could hurt legal marijuana dispensaries in places like Colorado or Washington 
state.

4/18/17 4pm

BEFORE YOU GRAB FOR THAT CANDY BAR OR HEAD TO THE FREEZER FOR SOME ROCKY 
ROAD ICE CREAM, CONSIDER THE EXAMPLE YOU MIGHT BE SETTING FOR YOUR CHILDREN.

EXPERTS SAY TEACHING THE VALUE OF HEALTHY EATING EARLY TO YOUR KIDS IS KEY.

HOLLY FIRFER HAS MORE TIPS FOR PARENTS IN TODAY'S HEALTH MINUTE.

4/19/17 4pm

AND A STORY THAT WILL MAKE YOU KANSAS PROUD...a local woman pitches in to help homeless 
women right here in our community as well as overseas...ginger lobdell teamed up with the center for 
women's health to collect thousands of sanitary products. She says she was inspired to pitch in after she 
noticed a trend while working with young women in Kenya. She says the lack of education and cycle of 
poverty.... are connected to a lack of sanitary products. With the help of the center for women's health 
she's collected 2000 women’s' hygiene products to be donated to local shelters first, and the rest will be 
sent to Kenya.

4/20/17 4pm

SUPPORT FOR LEGALIZING MARIJUANA IN THE UNITED STATES IS AT AN ALL TIME HIGH.

THIS MORNING C-B-S RELEASED THE RESULTS OF A NEW POLL ON THE ISSUE OF 
LEGALIZATION.TAKE A LOOK...61-PERCENT OF AMERICANS THINK POT SHOULD BE 
LEGAL.THAT'S UP 5 PERCENT IN THE LAST YEAR.88-PERCENT SUPPORT MEDICAL MARIJUANA 
USE.THE MAJORITY OF AMERICANS DON'T THINK THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SHOULD TRY 
TO PROHIBIT THE SALE OF MARIJUANA IN STATES WHERE IT IS LEGAL.

4/27/17 4pm

Funeral arrangements are underway now for convicted murderer and former n-f-l star Aaron Hernandez.

his body arrived in his hometown of Bristol, Connecticut today... just three days after he was found hanged inside 
his prison cell in Massachusetts. Hernandez was serving a life sentence for the 2013 murder of Odin Lloyd. His 
family and friends are hosting a private ceremony and burial this afternoon.

5/1/17 4pm

Two breaking news stories now ... Both out of Texas. POLICE IN DALLAS ARE ON THE SCENE OF A 
SHOOTING.WHERE A PARAMEDIC WAS GUNNED DOWN. AND A DEADLY ATTACK IN AUSTIN. AT 



THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXASMICHAEL SCHWANKE HAS THE LATEST ON BOTH FROM THE 
BREAKING NEWS DESK.

5/2/17 4pm

A 4 MONTH OLD PUPPY FROM KANSAS CITY IS RECOVERING TODAY AFTER SHE FROM 
SEVERE BURNS ACROSS MOST OF HER BODY.POLICE INITALLY THOUGHT SHE HAD BEEN SET 
ON FIRE. BUT NOW OFFICERS ARE SAYING IT APPEARS THE DOG KNOCKED OVER A SKILLET 
FULL OF GREASE.WE SHOULD WARN YOU, SOME MAY FIND THE VIDEO DISTURBING. KEVIN 
HOLMES CAUGHT UP WITH THE PUP AS SHE RECOVERS AT THE HUMANE SOCIETY OF 
GREATER KANSAS CITY.

5/3/17 4pm

Twenty horses are entered in the first jewel of  horse racing's triple crown. The derby post-position draw is 
a traditional "pill pull" in which horses' entry blanks are pulled simultaneously with a numbered pill to 
determine what stall a horse will break from the starting gate. The current favorite for this year's race is 
"classic empire”. He’s scheduled to run in the 14th position. That’s right next to a Kansas horse. 
McCracken is running from the 15th position. McCracken is named after the town in rush county. His 
owner - Janis whitham (whit-hum) is from Leoti.MCCRACKEN IS FAVORED 5 TO 1 RIGHT NOW...

 HIS POSITION IN THE 15TH SLOT MIGHT ACTUALLY HELP HIM...ACCORDING TO AMERICAS-
BEST-RACING DOT NET...OVER HALF OF THE KENTUCKY DERBY WINNERS SINCE 2000 BROKE 
FROM GATE 13 OR HIGHER.

5/5/17 4pm

Before tomorrow's derby many are celebrating Cinco de mayo the holiday celebrates Mexico’s victory 
against the French during the battle of Puebla in 18-62.while there are some official observances in 
Mexico... it's become much bigger in the united states... But many don't seem to know why they're 
celebrating...

5/8/2017 4pm

Former president bill Clinton and best-selling author James Patterson are collaborating on a political 
thriller called "the president is missing. “the Washington post reports that publishers say the book "will 
offer readers a unique amalgam of intrigue, suspense and behind-the-scenes global drama from the 
highest corridors of power. “Clinton has published several nonfiction books and a memoir, "my life" in 
2004... But this will be his first novel. The book is set to be released in June 2018.

5/11/17 4pm

DON'T GIVE MONEY TO PAN HANDLERS...THAT'S WHAT POLICE ARE NOW ASKING WICHITA 
RESIDENTS TO DO... INSTEAD THEY WANT YOU TO GIVE THEM SMALL CARDS WITH 
INFORMATION ON PLACES THEY CAN GET HELP...THE POLICE DEPARTMENT SAYS THEY 
CREATED THE CARDS BECAUSE THEY BELIEVE GIVING THEM MONEY ONLY PERPETUATES 
THE PROBLEM...THEY SAY SOME PANHANDLERS ARE NOT HOMELESS, AND THE MONEY 



THEY'RE GIVEN OFTEN GOES TO SUPPORTING HABITS SUCH AS DRUGS, ALCOHOL AND 
TOBACCO.

5/12/17 4pm

They've called the sedgwick county zoo home for years...now - two of our gorillas... will be heading for 
*florida....IT'S A STORY *YOU'VE BEEN TALKING WITH US ABOUT ON FACEBOOK *ALL 
DAY...akeam ashford explains *why the zoo says the move needs to be made.

5/15/17 4pm

SCHOOL IS ALMOST OUT FOR THE SUMMER...MANY SCHOOLS RECOGNIZE STUDENTS WHO 
MAKE IT ALL YEAR WITHOUT MISSING A DAY. BUT ONE SOUTH DAKOTA STUDENT HAS KEPT A 
PERFECT ATTENDANCE RECORD FOR 13 YEARS. TYLER CAMERON IS A HIGH SCHOOL SENIOR.

THAT MEANS HE HAS NOT MISSED A DAY OF SCHOOL SINCE STARTING KINDERGARTEN. HE IS 
ALSO DUAL ENROLLED IN A LOCAL COLLEGE AND HAS NOT MISSED A DAY THERE EITHER. 
CAMERON SAYS SHOWING UP TO CLASS IS A CRUCIAL PART OF HIS ACADEMIC SUCCESS .

5/16/17 4pm

Today, the city passed  funding changes to keep construction going on crystal prairie lake park the park 
will be built on 42- acres near brooks landfill. the project was first approved in 2007 and will take millions 
of dollars to build. right now, a sand company is on the land crews are sand mining and will sell that sand.

that money will go back towards the park. the park will feature a lake for swimming... boating and fishing.

it's likely you will be able to play at the park in 20-22.

5/17/17 4pm

<Natural Sound><Oh no, oh no, oh no. Stay behind it! There you go. One hand when necessary. Nice 
grab! > The Wichita Wingnuts Season opener is tomorrow night, and Shane Konicki was out learning 
from some of the players for Eyewitness news Where's Shane segment. Shane took some batting 
practice, snagged some outfield flys, and even got some tips on playing the infield from Wingnuts short 
stop Leo Vargas ...

5/18/17 4pm

<Natural Sound><Accelerate, smooth acceleration. No cone- that's good! That's good. That was a good 
job Shane >It's National Police Week, and Shane Konicki was out at the Kansas Law Enforcement 
Training Center for Eyewitness News Where's Shane segment. Shane was put through a variety of 
training scenarios including exercising judgement in high pressure situations and driving real... and 
simulated vehicle ...

5/19/17 4pm



Traffic is back open near13th and greenwich. it was shut down for hours after a crash there earlier 
today...Just before 4 they opened it back up police are still investigating how the crash happened... 
Dispatchers tell us the crash happened shortly after 9-30 this morning... one person suffered critical 
injuries in the crash. we are still on scene... follow us on twitter and facebook... and we'll post there as 
soon as the road is re-opened.

5/22/17 4pm

CHILDREN ACROSS THE CITY CAN NOW GET FREE BREAKFAST AND LUNCH FOR THE 
SUMMER. THE ANNUAL PROGRAM KICKED OFF AT MORE THAN THREE DOZEN LOCATIONS 
TODAY...the program was designed to make sure kids don't go hungry now that school's out. the meals 
start today and will go through early august... kids can go to those locations and get free breakfast, lunch 
and snacks. the free meals are available to all students, not just those who receive free or reduced meals 
during the school year. the district also has two outdoor locations this year.

5/23/17 4pm

YOU'VE CALLED OUR FACTFINDER LINE AND WE HEAR YOU...MANY OF YOU ARE WONDERING 
HOW CAN YOU STOP ROBOCALLS ON YOUR HOME AND when you answer them they don't say 
anything and you are like hello hello. tonight investigator michael schwanke shows you how to stop 
robocalls using new technology. MIKE IS HERE WITH US NOW... MIKE WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING 
INTO WITH THIS NEW TECHNOLOGY? Catch michael's investigation, do not call tonight at 10 on 
eyewitness news.

5/24/17 ` 4pm

THAT STORY HAD a lot OF YOU TALKING ON OUR FACEBOOK PAGE...SOME OF YOU AGREEING 
WITH THE SCHOOL BUT OTHERS ARE SIDING WITH MADDI..LIKE RAVEN WHO SAYS " If she's 
getting grades well enough to walk across the stage at her high school, then let her walk. We all make 
mistakes like the one she did... she just ended up getting pregnant. "BUT KAYLA SAYS "The school has 
rules. She knew the rules. She signed the contract. She broke the contract. She doesn't walk. The end. 
She's an adult... There are consequences to actions. “we want to know what you think...talk to us now on 
Facebook and twitter...and we'll be showing your comments throughout the show.

on twitter, use the hashtag *KWCH12*

5/25/17 4pm

Wichita is hosting a community meeting today...to talk about improvements to the historic Delano 
neighborhood the last neighborhood plan was created in 2003 ... it updated design guidelines and 
rezoned areas... but hasn't been updated since. Officials say they will talk about other upgrades... like 
more parking and infrastructure at this afternoon's community meeting...That starts in less than half an 
hour ... At 4-30.A group of k-state students is helping with design that will be used in the future plan.one 
business owner we talked with says he likes the idea of upgrades.

5/29/17 4pm



YOU'VE BEEN TALKING WITH US ABOUT IT ALL WEEKEND. A SIGN IN THE TOWN OF 
WASHINGTON, KANSAS...that makes us *kansas proud* for this memorial day. This is the sign 
"Mayberry's" put up. It explains why it plans on closing for the Memorial Day holiday. It references more 
than 619-thousand men and women who have died in a war or conflict. The manager says... even though 
it has been shared more than 16-thousand times on Facebook alone, it's just a way to pay respect to the 
men and women who have fought for our freedom. I mean our owner here and myself are both of the 
same opinion we hope people like it but there's a reason we do it and we are going to do it so <laughs> 
we will be closed Monday and there's exactly why The manager says... he got the idea from another 
Facebook post... and pitched it to the owner who agreed

5/30/17 4pm

More artists are getting in on a benefit concert for the victims of last week's terror attack in manchester. 
ARIANA GRANDE ORGANIZED THE EVENT AFTER THE ATTACK AT HER SHOW LAST WEEK. the 
singer tweeted it will take place sunday in manchester. katy perry, pharrell, coldplay and miley cyrus will 
also perform. grande suspended her "dangerous woman" tour in the wake of the suicide bombing. That 
terrorist attack killed 22 people and injured more than 60 others. the singer called the attack "heinous" 
and said that music is meant to bring people together. tickets for the benefit concert go on sale thursday.

5/31/17 4pm

IF YOUR WEEKEND PLANS INVOLVE GETTING OUT ON THE WEST SIDE YOU MAY NEED TO 
TAKE A DIFFERENT ROUTE...this weekend west bound kellogg will be reduced to one lane from hoover, 
which is near the dugan exit... to West Street...it's the latest part of work rebuilding the interchange at 
kellogg and i-235. in addition...both ramps off I-235 will be closed if you're going north or south on 
235...you will not be able to get off and go west on Kellogg that work is expected to be completed over 
the weekend

6/1/17 4pm

Starting today - if you live in ark city and own out-of-state vehicle tags - You could have to pay up. Last 
month ark city police started to hand out warnings to drivers with out-of-state tags. Now police will hand 
out citations for tax evasion. Vehicle registrations in kansas are more expensive than in oklahoma. 
Kansas also has a property tax on vehicles. That's why some people with property in both states have 
been registering vehicles in oklahoma. if you're caught with out-of-state tags - It will cost you 100-dollars 
in fines and added court fees.

A factfinder 12 alert... if you ate at Chipotle in the past month...THE COMPANY SAYS IT WAS HACKED.

IT SAYS  SOMEONE GOT ACCESS TO ITS PAYMENT PROCESSING SYSTEM.CHIPOTLE SAYS IT 
HAPPENED BETWEEN MARCH 24TH AND APRIL 18TH.THE COMPANY SAYS IT'S STILL TRYING TO 
FIGURE OUT EXACT TIME FRAMES AND THE LOCATIONS AFFECTED.IT PLANS TO CONTACT 
CUSTOMERS WHO ARE IMPACTED BY THE HACK.

4/27/17 9pm



Wichita state's innovation campus just officially, got more high-tech.airbus and dassault (du-soh) systems both 
celebrated with grand openings on campus today. And demonstrated tools and robots that equip wsu with the latest 
man ufacturing technology.

6/2/17 9pm 

This is a look at the woman accused of assaulting a t-s-a agent.82-year old Lila may Bryan was arrested 
on Tuesday... the Sedgwick county district attorney says when a t-s-a agent told Bryan she would have to 
throw away a liquid hand product... She swiped at him... Making contact. Bryan was taken to jail.  D-a 
marc Bennett allowed her to go free on bond. He said she was shaken and overwhelmed by the time his 
staff got to her. We talked with other travelers and got their opinions on the situation.

6/5/17 4pm

A bomb threat... led to the evacuation of the Pfizer plant in McPherson this morning...The company says 
the McPherson County Sheriff's Office alerted them of the threat at the manufacturing facility. Police 
responded to the incident ... And those who were working at the time were sent home. The company says 
everyone is safe...Pfizer will continue to work with authorities to make sure the situation is under control.

6/6/17 4pm

Firefighters in georgia had to bring in a ladder truck to rescue several residents  trapped on the second 
floor of their apartment complex. That was after the management company had a damaged staircase 
removed for repairs...while occupants were still inside. local media and fire officials were unable to reach 
the management company...but residents were reportedly sent a notice to vacate prior to the repairs.

6/7/17 4pm

MORE PEOPLE ARE HITTING THE ROAD SOLO. THAT'S ACCORDING TO AN INTERNATIONAL 
EXPEDITIONS SURVEY-- WHICH LOOKED AT 17 MILLION INSTAGRAM POSTS FROM 2016-- WITH 
THE HASH TAG VACATION. IT FOUND SOLO TRAVELERS MADE UP MORE THAN A QUARTER OF 
INSTAGRAM USERS WHO POSTED SHOTS FROM THEIR TRIPS.

6/8/17 4pm

You're looking at what scientists believe to be the world's oldest human remains ever found. The fossils 
were discovered in morocco. Scientists believe they are about 300-thousand years old... That's more than 
100-thousand years older than any other homosapien bones that have been discovered.

6/9/17 4pm

It was the deadliest mass shooting in recent american history...now the people of orlando florida are 
remembering the attack at pulse night club. monday marks exactly one year since the shooting.

49 PEOPLE DIED IN THE ATTACK. AND AS KENNETH CRAIG EXPLAINS, SOME OF THE 
SURVIVORS AND FAMILIES ARE STILL STRUGGLING TO GO ON WITH THEIR LIVES.



6/12/17 4pm

What i wanna do this year is really empower those with disabilities  is that doesn't define what you are, 
you get to decide that and what you want to accomplish because you are unstoppable the new miss 
kansas krystian fish came by our studio this morning. the 20-year-old is a wichita state student, and a 
wichita native. You can watch her full interview right now at our website kwch dot com.

6/13/17 4pm

The caped crusader is cruising through the big easy this summer. a business man there bought a 19-92 
chevy corvette...and gave an auto body shop free reign to turn it into the batmobile. workers put in 
fiberglass exteriors, the bat symbol, and alligator leather to give it a louisiana touch. the owner only drives 
it when dressed as batman. he says he hopes the fun makes people smile.

6/14/17 4pm

Happening today - people in the delano neighborhood and city staff.....WILL CONTINUE DISCUSSING 
HOW TO IMPROVE THE GROWING PART OF WICHITA. THIS WILL BE THE SECOND MEETING IN 
LESS THAN A MONTH. CITY STAFF SAY IT'S PART OF A PROCESS TO UPDATE THE DELANO 
NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION PLAN. you're invited to the meeting. it's at four-30 this afternoon at 
the county's ronald reagan building just off third street downtown. the meeting is expected to last two 
hours.

6/15/17 9pm

A western kansas reservoir is becoming a tourist destination.

Swimming, camping, fishing and much more is what a reservoir in Western Kansas has ever to offer...

The HorseThief Reservoir is the new attraction not only for locals but people from all states this summer..

The water areas finally filled in July of 2016 allowing visitors to fish, swim, and even jet ski.

The manager of the area has seen the changes throughout the years..

6/16/17 4pm

A WESTERN KANSAS RESERVOIR IS TURNING INTO A TOURIST DESTINATION FOR PEOPLE 
ACROSS THE MIDWEST. horse thief reservoir filled last year, allowing people to do water sports and 
fish. this year's wet spring also helped the area. we caught up with the reservoir's manager who says it's 
great to see the crowds flocking to the hot spot.

6/19/17 4pm

A 12-year-old girl is making history in north carolina. she's is the youngest student in the state to graduate 
from a cosmetology arts program. She spent three hours in the evenings and all day on saturdays 



attending classes. After 16 weeks and 300 hours in the classroom, her mentors say she is ready to work 
professionally - but the pre-teen is a little more modest.

6/20/17 4pm

THE WELLINGTON CITY COUNCIL WILL MEET TODAY TO DISCUSS A PROPOSAL FROM A LOCAL 
BAR OWNER TO EXPAND THE WHEAT FESTIVAL'S BEER GARDEN. local leaders want to take 
advantage of a new state law allowing towns and cities to establish areas where you can carry beers from 
bar to bar. a local church says it will be at tonight's meeting to oppose the plan church members against 
the proposal did *not* want to talk on camera about their opposition. we spoke with a member the city 
council who told us, the issue merits discussion.

6/21/17 4pm

WICHITA LOST OUT ON A POTENTIAL MAJOR LEAGUE AFFILIATION. TODAY, THE ELMORE 
SPORTS GROUP ANNOUNCED IT WILL MOVE ITS DOUBLE-A SAN ANTONIO FRANCHISE TO 
AMARILLO, TEXAS FROM COLORADO SPRINGS. WICHITA MAYOR JEFF LONGWELL CONFIRMS 
WICHITA WAS CONSIDERED. HE KNEW WICHITA LOST OUT A FEW MONTHS AGO. WICHITA IS 
LOOKING TO REPLACE LAWRENCE-DUMONT STADIUM WITH A NEW BALLPARK, AND A MAJOR 
LEAGUE AFFILIATION IS A PART OF THAT PLAN.

ECONOMY

4/3/17 4pm



You can now buy something on amazon, using cash. You can now buy something on amazon, using 
cash. The company announced "amazon cash" on Monday. The new service lets customers add cash to 
their account by using a personalized bar code at certain brick and mortar stores. The buyer simply 
shows the bar code to the cashier, then pays the amount they want added to their account, up to 500 
dollars at once. Some of amazon's partners for the project include CVS pharmacy and speedway among 
others. There is no fee to use amazon cash.

4/4/17 4pm

Boeing says it signed a three billion dollar deal with an Iranian airline for 30 new 7-37 max jetliners. The 
company says that will keep or create about 18-thousand jobs.  In December the company said it was 
going to build 80 passenger planes for Iran air... A 16 billion dollar deal. Some lawmakers, including, 
former Kansas congressman Mike Pompeo, have expressed concern over us companies building planes 
for airlines in Iran. They worry the planes could be used by the country to transfer troops or weapons.

4/5/17 4pm

Iceland is working to become the first country in the world to make companies prove they pay equal 
wages. Right now women there get paid 14-to-20 percent less than men. But the government here is 
trying to close the gender pay gap... they've introduced a new piece of legislation not just demanding 
equal pay but requiring employers to prove it. It’s already being seen as a victory for some women, who 
organized a strike to protest for equal wages... last October they walked off the job at 2-38 p-m... the 
moment in the day they calculate women begin working for free. <sot verbatim: MM: You basically did the 
math.

FM: Yes. 

MM: And figured out when you stopped getting paid.

FM: Yes. 

MM: Did people get it? 

FM: Totally. 

FM: You know women have been fighting for women's rights for hundreds of years. This is just one 
milestone and we have to just keep on fighting. > there are few voices of opposition to the bill... the 
argument being that the private sector in particular should be left alone to police itself. But the prime 
minister believes it will pass by the end of this year. And he even says this could be the blueprint for 
gender pay equality worldwide.

4/6/17 4pm

as the clock on this year’s legislative session winds down lawmakers are making a new push to put 
stronger beer on store shelves... but it's also moving *against at least one "flat tax" proposal... Melissa 
Scheffler is at the breaking news desk with new details coming from lawmakers in Topeka this 
afternoon...

4/7/17 4pm



A new trend in transparency is boosting sales for some companies willing to disclose their costs... 
Everlane is one of a growing number of retailers with transparent pricing… which giving customers a 
breakdown of their expenses, including labor, transportation, and materials. For example the company 
says this dress cost them 55 dollars. But the price for the customer is 120... A 65 dollar mark up.  <sot 
verbatim: "They can see how much we paid for every aspect of this shirt"***BUTTED***"The problem in 
apparel and many industries is you have no concept of what value is. So you could buy a ten dollar t-shirt 
or a hundred dollar t-shirt and you don't really know why." > According to this Harvard business school 
study, cost transparency can be good for the bottom line. Researchers found, that consumers are 
attracted to companies that voluntarily disclose their costs... and that honesty ultimately makes shoppers 
more willing to buy. But some critics say transparency is really just a marketing tool.... that may give 
people the false impression they're getting a better deal. <sot verbatim: "I don't like to use the word 
gimmick, but their biggest marketing tool is their transparent pricing" > Researchers say not all price 
transparency is equal. Shoppers seem to appreciate the cost of raw materials, like cotton, but weren't as 
sympathetic to paying more based other expenses, like the cost of transportation.

4/10/17 4pm

Move over general motors...tesla is now the most valuable automaker in the u-s. Tesla hit a market value 
of 50-point-eight-four billion dollars today. And tesla is inching closer to some of the world's most valuable 
automakers. Honda has a market value of 54 billion dollars... while Toyota, the world's most valuable 
automaker, is worth about three times more than Honda. Investors appear optimistic that tesla's 
upcoming model three car will make the automaker more accessible to the middle class.

4/11/17 4pm

If you've been putting off doing your taxes, you better start getting your receipts and w-2s in order. Taxes 
are due one week from today. It’s a few days later this year because of the 15th falling on a weekend and 
a holiday observed April 17th in Washington d-c. A study from wallet hub shows Americans spend six 
billion hours filing their taxes. But - it pays off, that same report showed 70 percent of filers get about 
three thousand dollars or so back from Uncle Sam.

4/12/17 4pm

Tempers flare at this morning's Sedgwick county commission meeting... During a debate on county debt... 
<Unruh: "We allowed you an opportunity to speak on the debt service limit and you've had your 
opportunity."

Man: I’d like to speak...

Unruh: "sir, we are not in a debate right now with the general public"

Man: "that's not a debate i simply want to express an opinion"

Unruh "mister manager would you call security and have them ask this man to take his seat"

Man:" that's not necessary mister Unruh"

Unruh: well then please cease to speak and sit down...

Man "you're just going to do it without talking to the public">



That exchange happened between commission chair Dave Unruh and a person there to speak on how 
much the county should be limiting its ability to borrow money.. the man wanted to speak on the issue 
again... but Unruh said the public portion of the meeting was over... he left... but the frustration continued 
between commissioners... and Richard Ranzau suggested debate was being silenced as two 
amendments from commissioner Jim Howell failed... <I understand we have a disagreement on the 
underlying issue with respect to this debt limit, i get that, that's what America is about is to have these 
debates, hash them out as long as it takes. > Ultimately commissioners voted 3-to-2 to drop the county's 
"debt ceiling" from 20 percent to 10 percent of expenses by 2019.

4/13/17 4pm

President Donald Trump says... The u-s dollar is getting too strong. The president told the "wall street 
journal"... It's partly his fault, because investors have confidence in his economic policies. He says... That 
may sound like a good thing... But makes it expensive for u-s businesses to sell products overseas.

4/14/17 4pm

AMERICA'S RETAILERS ARE CLOSING STORES FASTER THAN EVER.AND SOME ANALYSTS 
SAY.THERE IS MORE TO COME.JANE KING IS AT THE NASDAQ. WITH THE STORY OF HOW THE 
RETAIL INDUSTRY MAY BE FOREVER CHANGED.

4/17/17 4pm

STATE AND LOCAL LEADERS ARE BRACING FOR A MASSIVE HOSPTIAL CLOSURE THAT COULD 
HAPPEN ANY DAY. Employees at Saint Francis hospital in Topeka say ...they have seen signs it will 
close its doors for good. The hospital's parent company announced last may it was looking for someone 
to buy St. Francis. So far, no buyer. Doctors met with the governor, the attorney general, and Topeka’s 
mayor... to share their concerns. Saint Francis employs more than 15-hundred people. A new taxi service 
catering exclusively to women.... has been launched in Pakistan. The pink taxi service or "paxi"... has only 
female drivers and offers women passengers secure travel in a city where they often face sexual 
harassment on public transport. So far... the service has hired 10 drivers.

4/18/17 4pm

The city council also approved a letter of intent for incentives for Cargill's new Protein Group 
headquarters.60 million in Industrial Revenue Bonds will be used to help finance the new headquarters 
on east Douglas - the current Wichita Eagle building. The Eagle will move to a new location downtown. 
While the city issues the bond - Cargill will repay it.

4/19/17 4pm

Several Kansas students are headed to the white house...you may remember the student journalists from 
Pittsburg high school who's new principal resigned after they exposed her questionable credentials in 
their school newspaper. The school board actually changed its hiring process after the issue aired. Now 
the students are being invited the white house correspondents' dinner. Meanwhile their school board is 
still searching for a new principal.



4/20/17 4pm

     garden city changes its tobacco laws starting this summer.

     city commissioners voted to raise the minimum age to buy tobacco or e-cigarettes from 18 to 21.

     garden city high school students were behind the effort.

     they say it'll reduce tobacco use among teens.

     the change goes into effect july 1st.

And thousands of enthusiasts for a different kind of smoke are gathering in Denver today.

They’re attending the annual 4-20 festival... the unofficial marijuana holiday celebrated on April 20th.

The rally has been held on this day for about 20 years, as public support for legalized marijuana has increased. A 
new poll released this morning shows support for legalization of the drug at an all-time high.

AND RECREATIONAL MARIJUANA SALES IS RAISING TENS OF MILLIONS OF DOLLARS IN TAXES IN 
STATES THAT HAVE LEGALIZED IT, FUNDING EVERYTHING FROM ROADS, PUBLIC BUILDINGS TO 
SCHOLARSHIPS.IN COLORADO, LEGAL RECREATIONAL AND MEDICAL POT HIT 1-POINT-3 BILLION 
DOLLARS IN SALES LAST YEAR.BARRY PETERSEN EXPLAINS HOW COLORADO COMMUNITIES 
ARE DEALING WITH THE WINDFALL -- AND THE STIGMA THAT COMES WITH IT

Garden city changes its tobacco laws starting this summer. City commissioners voted to raise the 
minimum age to buy tobacco or e-cigarettes from 18 to 21.garden city high school students were behind 
the effort. They say it'll reduce tobacco use among teens. The change goes into effect July 1st.

5/1/17 4pm

Bloomberg has teamed up with twitter to stream news you'll find only on the social media site. Bloomberg 
says it will be broader in focus than its existing business network.it will include live reports from around 
the globe. Twitter’s earnings report revealed that 800 hours of live video was seen by 45 million viewers 
in the first quarter of this year.

5/2/17 4pm

The company's stock is trading at an all-time high. And apple is expected to report about 240 billion 
dollars on its balance sheet. Investors want to see if i-phone 7 sales were strong after the holiday season, 
And if apple will give any insight on its upcoming 10-th anniversary I-phone model.

5/3/17 4pm

     AMERICAN AIRLINES IS SHRINKING LEGROOM IN ECONOMY CLASS. 

     AND HERSHEY'S IS NOW MAKING CANDY INSPIRED BY STATES.  

     JANE KING IS LIVE AT THE NASDAQ WITH THOSE STORIES AND MORE IN TODAY'S BUSINESS 
UPDATE



ELECTRIC AND HYBRID CARS HAVE BEEN AROUND FOR A WHILE BUT ONLY MAKE UP A SMALL 
PERCENTAGE OF AUTO SALES.THE RESULTS OF A NEW SURVEY INDICATE THAT COULD BE 
CHANGING.CHRIS MARTINEZ REPORTS.

4/26/17 9pm

IT'S GOOD LUCK TO HAVE SOMETHING OLD, SOMETHING NEW AND SOMETHING *BORROWED* 
AT YOUR WEDDING...BUT SOME BRIDES ARE NOW OPTING FOR BORROWED FLOWERS...

Its part of a new startup business called bloomer Ent that offers brides the chance to share their flowers and get a 
discount.it works like this...the first bride picks out her flowers and gets a 10 percent discount for sharing them with 
a second bride. That second bride saves 40 to 60 percent by using those same flowers a day or two later. That means 
the flower arrangement that cost the first bride 17 hundred dollars ends up costing the second bride just 850 dollars.

AMERICAN AIRLINES IS SHRINKING LEGROOM IN ECONOMY CLASS.AND HERSHEY'S IS NOW 
MAKING CANDY INSPIRED BY STATES.JANE KING IS LIVE AT THE NASDAQ WITH THOSE 
STORIES AND MORE IN TODAY'S BUSINESS UPDATE

5/5/17 4pm

THE MONTHLY JOBS REPORT WAS STRONG ACROSS THE BOARD.

AND MORE AMERICANS ARE EXPECTED TO CELEBRATE CINCO DE MAYO TODAY.

JANE KING IS AT THE NASDAQ WITH THOSE STORIES AND MORE IN TODAY'S BUSINESS 
UPDATE

5/8/2017 4pm

TWO LUXURY HANDBAG COMPANIES ARE MERGING.AND CRAYOLA IS ASKING FANS TO HELP 
NAME ITS NEW BLUE CRAYON.JANE KING IS AT THE NASDAQ WITH THOSE STORIES AND MORE 
IN TODAY'S BUSINESS UPDATE.

5/9/17 4pm

{***SITTING MONITOR***}

     EXPRESS SCRIPTS ROLLS OUT A DRUG SAVINGS PROGRAM. 

     AND DOVE'S NEW MARKETING CAMPAIGN MATCHES BOTTLES TO BODY TYPES AND PEOPLE 
HATE IT. 

     JANE KING IS AT THE NASDAQ WITH THOSE STORIES AND MORE IN TODAY'S BUSINESS 
UPDATE.

EXPRESS SCRIPTS ROLLS OUT A DRUG SAVINGS PROGRAM.AND DOVE'S NEW MARKETING 
CAMPAIGN MATCHES BOTTLES TO BODY TYPES AND PEOPLE HATE IT.JANE KING IS AT THE 
NASDAQ WITH THOSE STORIES AND MORE IN TODAY'S BUSINESS UPDATE.

5/10/17 4pm



it's been a tough year for kansas farmers.with a recent snowstorm and diseases... Agricultural experts 
think we'll see a small winter wheat crop this year.Officials predict... Hard red wheat production to be 32-
percent lower this year than last year.Some farmers we talked to say... That can be a good thing.For the 
past few years... Kansas farmers saw record harvests..That pushed prices down.

5/11/17 4pm

HD SUPER DOPPLER RADAR SHOWS THUNDERSTORMS OVER SOUTH CENTRAL AND 
SOUTHEAST KANSAS WHILE THE WEST STILL HAS SOME RAIN SHOWERS. A 
SEVERETHUNDERSTORM WATCH IS IN EFFECT UNTIL 9 P.M. FOR A SMALL PART OF 
SOUTHERN KANSAS. A FLASH FLOOD WATCH IS OUT FOR SOME OF SOUTHEAST KANSAS 
WHILE A FLOOD WARNING IS OUT FOR SEVERAL COUNTIES IN THE NORTHWEST.

5/12/17 4pm

NEW NUMBERS SHOW HOW DISMAL IT IS TO BE A RETAILER THESE DAYS...

AN IMPORTANT RECALL IF YOU HAVE A DODGE TRUCK...

AND WHY SOME DOCTORS THINK A WARNING LABEL ON AVOCADOS IS A GOOD IDEA...

JANE KING IS AT THE NASDAQ WITH A BUSINESS UPDATE...

5/15/17 4pm

TOYOTA AND ITS GROUP COMPANIES WILL INVEST IN A PROJECT TO DEVELOP A FLYING CAR.

the project members are trying to produce a car equipped with four rotors and eight rotor blades, which 
will enable it to fly like a drone. Toyota plans to speed up the development of the car by investing about 
375-thousand dollars in the project over the next three years. The hope is to successfully develop a 
manned flying car by january 2019.

5/16/17 4pm

starbucks says a computer outage crippled some of its stores in the u-s and canada today. the outage 
happened after the company ran a regular technology update on cash registers overnight. a starbucks 
spokesman said the chain was not compromised by a cyberattack. customers across the u-s tweeted 
about the problems. some said baristas were accepting cash only. others said baristas were handing out 
free coffee to make up for the problems. starbucks would not say how many of its stores were affected or 
how many were still offline this afternoon

5/17/17 4pm

WHEN IT COMES TO MONEY, GENERATION "Y" MAY BE MORE INCLINED TO PAY UP. THAT'S 
ACCORDING TO A NEW BANKRATE DOT COM STUDY. THE STUDY SUGGESTS, MILLENNIALS 
THINK THEY SHOULD COVER THEIR OWN HOUSING BILLS  BY AGE 22, CAR COSTS AT 20 AND 
CELL PHONE EXPENSES BY 18. THE THREE MARKERS ARE ON AVERAGE A YEAR AND A HALF 
YOUNGER THAN THEIR BABY BOOMER PARENTS EXPECTED THEM TO BE.



5/18/17 4pm

GENERAL MOTORS IS REDUCING ITS FOOTPRINT IN INDIA. IT WAS JUST TWO YEARS AGO 
THAT G-M PLEDGED TO POUR ONE BILLION DOLLARS INTO ITS INDIA OPERATIONS. but now that 
plan has been scrapped, as the u-s automaker plans to stop selling cars in india by the end of this year.

g-m still plans to produce vehicles at its plant near mumbai. those cars are primarily sold in mexico,  and 
central and south america. a second g-m plant in india will likely be sold to a chinese company. g-m spent 
more than two decades in the competitive india car market, but failed to make much of a dent. its chevy 
brand has just one percent of the india market.

5/19/17 4pm

YOU MAY SOON BE REPLACED MY A ROBOT... THATS THE WARNING FROM A NEW STUDY BY 
CORNERSTONE CAPITAL GROUP. it found robots could replace 6 to 7-and-a-half million jobs over the 
next 10 years. so far they have already cost millions of factory jobs across the u-s. now they could wipe 
out millions of retail positions. expect to see fewer cashiers and more automated checkout lines. there will 
be fewer sales people as consumers use smart phones and computers to find what they need. and 
stocking shelves and inventory control will be made more efficient with automation. the study also found 
that rising wages are helping drive the automated trend.

5/22/17 4pm

A new phone lets you take pictures just by squeezing it. H-t-c's u-11 has pressure sensitive sides. When 
you tighten your grip on the phone, it opens whichever app you choose. You can squeeze the phone 
once to open the camera app and squeeze it again to take a picture. The phone goes on sale next month.

5/23/17 4pm

IF YOU HAVE FINANCIAL REGRET, YOU'RE NOT ALONE. A NEW SURVEY FROM BANK RATE DOT 
COM SAYS ABOUT 73 PERCENT OF AMERICANS FEEL REGRET ABOUT THEIR FINANCES. the 
most common cash concern is not saving for retirement early enough. followed by not banking enough for 
emergency expenses. another concern: taking on too much credit card debt. and rounding out the 
concerns: student loan debt.

5/24/17 4pm

UNITED AIRLINES HOLDS ITS ANNUAL SHAREHOLDERS MEETING TODAY WHERE THEY WILL 
DECIDE IF THE CEO KEEPS HIS JOB.AND TACO BELL AND THE NBA ARE DOING THEIR TACO 
GIVE AWAY AGAIN THIS YEAR.JANE KING IS AT THE NASDAQ WITH THOSE STORIES AND MORE 
IN TODAY'S BUSINESS UPDATE

5/25/17 4pm

New restrictions on what's in your carry on - and how it's organized - may come to an airport you fly 
through. The t-s-a is testing new screening plans at ten airports, including boston and los angeles.



they would require you to take any electronics - larger than a cell phone - and place it inside a separate 
bin while you go through security.t-s-a officials have not said whether the program will expand nationwide.

5/29/17 4pm

TECHNOLOGY IS RAPIDLY CHANGING.... HOW WE LIVE, WORK AND LEARN...THE INCREASING 
USE OF ROBOTS AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE... ARE REVOLUTIONALIZING THE 
WORKPLACE….BUT COULD THESE ADVANCEMENTS SEND WORKERS TO THE 
UNEMPLOYMENT LINE? new at four... from our washington d-c bureau... our samantha-jo roth takes a 
closer look

5/30/17 4pm

Android users - beware - your phone may be affected by a new piece of malware. the malware has been 
dubbed "judy".It's one of the most widely spread pieces of android malware to date. It may have infected 
more than 36 million devices. The malware was found lurking on 41 apps on the google play store. 
Google is aware of the malware campaign and has removed those apps from its online store.

5/31/17 4pm

You may be eligible for a refund from amazon. the company is giving refunds to parents whose kids 
bought items on the amazon app without permission... like upgrades in mobile games. the f-t-c says 
amazon will refund more than 70 million dollars for charges incurred between november 2011 and may 
2016.

6/1/17 4pm

Federal health regulators say the u-s government may have overpaid drug maker mylan by as much as 1 
point-2 billion dollars for epi-pens. that's about three times more than a settlement mylan proposed last 
year after the company was accused of improperly classifying epi-pens in the medicaid drug rebate 
program. epi-pens treat severe allergic reactions.

6/2/17 4pm

THE AVERAGE 30-YEAR MORTGAGE RATE REACHED A NEW LOW FOR THE YEAR. THE FIXED-
RATE HAS NOW FALLEN TO 3-POINT-94 PERCENT. THAT'S WELL ABOVE THE AVERAGE WE SAW 
LAST YEAR AT 3-POINT-65 PERCENT LAST YEAR'S AVERAGE WAS THE LOWEST ON RECORD,  
DATING BACK TO 19-71.

6/5/17 9pm

THERE'S SOME BAD NEWS FOR SHOPPING MALLS...A NEW REPORT SAYS ONE OUT OF FIVE IN 
THE U-S WILL GO OUT OF BUSINESS IN THE the report from Credit Suisse... estimates 86-hundred 
stores will close this year alone... and between 20 and 25 percent of american malls will close within five 
years. part of the reason is more people shopping on-line. the report also says there are just too many 
stores.



6/6/17 4pm

New now...uber fired more than 20 employees today amid reports of sexual harassment within the 
company. a person with knowledge of the investigation said 115 out of 215 claims required action. it's not 
clear what specific actions resulted in the terminations or who were among those fired. a law firm began 
looking into uber after a former engineer accused the company of systemic sexism. results of that probe 
were presented to uber's board last week. the recommendations are expected to be shared next week.

6/7/17 4pm

More bad news for traditional retailers. sears holdings is closing an additional 66 stores-- as a way to cut 
costs. this includes 49 k-marts and 17 sears locations. most will close by september. sears already 
announced 180 closures.

6/8/17 4pm

Air-bnb announced a new plan to provide short-term housing for 100-thousand refugees and people in 
need. the short-term housing plan will be spread out over the next five years. the company launched 
"open homes" today - which allows anyone to sign up to host a refugee, the homeless, those with medical 
needs and disaster victims. it does not cost to sign up and air-bnb does not collect a fee.

6/9/17 4pm

An airplane with no pilot is the next big idea at boeing. the company says it plans to test pilotless aircraft 
technology next year. jetliners can already take off... cruise and land automatically... airlines are backing 
the idea as the global demand for air travel grows.

6/12/17 4pm

A BIG SHAKE UP COULD BE IN THE WORKS AT UBER. THE COMPANY'S BOARD MET 
YESTERDAY AND MAY PUT C-E-O TRAVIS KALANICK ON A THREE MONTH LEAVE. EMPLOYEES 
ACCUSE UBER OF FREQUENTLY IGNORING SEXUAL HARASSMENT AT THE COMPANY. LAST 
WEEK... UBER ANNOUNCED IT FIRED MORE THAN 20 EMPLOYEES FOLLOWING AN 
INVESTIGATION INTO HARASSMENT.

6/13/17 4pm

Verizon has taken over Yahoo. The 4-point-5 billion dollar deal will usher in a new management team to 
bring in more ad revenue from one of the internet's best-known brands. This ends Yahoo's 21-year history 
as a publicly traded company. Yahoo's C-E-O will not join Verizon.

6/14/17 4pm



K-f-c wants to put a chicken sandwich in outer space. the fried chicken chain says it will send it's spicy 
'zinger' sandwich to the edge of the atmosphere next week. k-f-c is partnering with arizona company 
"world view enterprises" on the project. they will use a high-altitude balloon to accomplish the deed.

the launch window opens june 21st. if all goes well, the sandwich will stay in space for at least four days. 
when it returns to earth, it will bring back telemetry data.

6/15/17 4pm

You may never have to worry about crashed computers again! google wants to back up your entire 
machine with a new service called "backup and sync." you can save desktops, photos, and music in a 
cloud. it's set to launch at the end of the month. some have raised concerns about privacy if google has 
so much access to data.

6/16/17 4pm

LEADERS AT NIKE SAY THE COMPANY PLANS TO CUT 14-HUNDRED JOBS. THE ATHLETIC 
BRAND PLANS TO FOCUS MORE ON ITS BEST-SELLING SNEAKERS...AND CUT BACK THE 
NUMBER OF STYLES IT SELLS. NIKE ALSO PLANS TO DO MORE TO BOOST ONLINE BUSINESS.

6/19/17 4pm

McDonalds adds guacamole to the menu, and customers are putting it all over social media. The new 
pico guacamole will be spread on some signature McDonald's sandwiches at no extra cost. Instagram 
shows some customers picking the new condiment over ketchup and mustard, even dipping their fries in 
it.

6/20/17 4pm

TRIPLE-A SAYS MORE THAN HALF OF THE COUNTRY'S GAS STATIONS ARE SELLING FUEL FOR 
LESS THAN TWO-DOLLARS AND 24 CENTS. THAT'S FIVE CENTS BELOW TODAY'S NATIONAL 
AVERAGE GAS PRICE, WHICH DROPPED FOR THE 17TH CONSECUTIVE DAY. GAS PRICES 
COULD CONTINUE TO FALL THROUGH THE END OF JUNE.

6/21/17 4pm

THE CO-FOUNDER AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OF *UBER* HAS RESIGNED. his resignation follows a 
sexual harassment controversy and a federal investigation into uber's alleged use of software to avoid law 
enforcement. a heated exchange between travis kalanick and an uber driver back in february also created 
problems for the former c-e-o.

EDUCATION
4/2/17 8am



Kansas State dedicates a new residence hall that will hold more than 500 students. Wefald <We-falled> 
Hall was named after former president Jon Wefald. Some of the perks include full size kitchens - walk in 
closets - and study space. Bill Snyder, Kansas Senator Pat Roberts and Wefald were all present at the 
ceremony.

4/4/17 4pm

After a year of longer days for your students, Wichita parents and teachers seem to remain divided on the 
new school schedule for Wichita students. Many of you made your voices heard in a survey put out by the 
district... And now the results are in. Melissa Scheffler is in the newsroom with the response.

4/5/17 4pm

Wichita’s incoming superintendent is unveiling her future plans.... <4:35:45 "Making sure that our early 
childhood programming is very strong and solid because we know student thrive when they have that 
strong foundation. > In an interview you'll only see on eyewitness news, Alicia Thompson tells us, she 
learned that from current Wichita superintendent john Allison. Thompson isn't new to the district... She 
started as a kindergartener and graduated here, she was a teacher herself. She says being a teacher will 
give her a different perspective when it comes to the state’s budget problems. She says if they do get any 
money back... it would be a collaborative decision on where that money goes. She has been working with 
Superintendent Allison before the transition.  <sot verbatim: 4:35:40 " Kids come first , you know I've 
always believed it as well but I've always watched him be able to keep children first and that's going to be 
important to me ."> Something she also thought was important... Retaining and recruiting good teachers 
to the district. Her first day will be July 1st.

4/6/17 4pm

Your child's state assessment tests could be delayed. That’s new at 4... The state education department 
says districts across Kansas are experiencing testing delays this week... some are even shutting down 
the tests. A spokeswoman told the Topeka capital-journal that state education officials have been in 
contact with the center for educational testing & evaluation to determine what's causing the delays. The 
center is contracted by the education department to host the tests. Right now they believe the servers, 
not the tests themselves are the problem. State reading and math tests for third- through eighth-graders 
and 10th-graders are scheduled through April 28th.

4/8/17 4pm

Teachers, students, and parents from a New York elementary school wanted to let a little girl know they 
were thinking about her. The principal's 5-year-old daughter was diagnosed with a rare form of leukemia 
in February. Recently, teachers and students dressed up as "trolls" and danced around to songs from her 
favorite movie. They also started a crowdfunding page that has raised 120-thousand dollars for medical 
expenses.

4/9/17 9pm

Several former school buildings could soon have new owners and uses. The Wichita School Board will 
consider a proposal tomorrow... that would list six locations for auction or private sale. That includes 



metro-meridian schools near Delano... the old Blackbear Bosin alternative school.... gateway alternative... 
Metro-boulevard... and Longfellow elementary. The board will also consider selling around 17 acres of 
excess land and Jackson Elementary School.

4/10/17 4pm

Tonight the Wichita school board will consider modifying the calendar for the new school year. In a survey 
- the Wichita district asked you what you thought about starting elementary students earlier. And many of 
you responded saying you don’t like the later end time for students... Right now elementary kids are 
getting out at 4:40 Many parents say that gives them less time to get homework done, go to sports and 
have time as a family before it's bed time. The school district added 30 minutes to each day... which 
allowed them to cut 15 days from the school year. They had to do this because of budget cuts. At their 
meeting today... the board will talk about keeping the schedule similar to the way it is now, but possibly 
change the start and end times of the day.

4/11/17 4pm

New York could be the first state to offer tuition-free college to middle-class residents. State officials 
reached a budget deal on Friday that includes money for the plan. The plan would cover college tuition for 
students whose families fall below certain income level. The cap would start at a-hundred-thousand 
dollars a year, but it would gradually go up. Governor Andrew Cuomo put the price tag at 163-million 
dollars in the first year, but some lawmakers say that's lowballing it.

4/12/17 4pm

Salina public schools will soon be searching for a new superintendent. William hall is stepping down from 
the position... His resignation will be effective June 30th... The school board says it will start a search for 
a new superintendent immediately.

4/13/17 7am

College students love playing video games - And some students at Wichita state are turning that love into 
cold hard cash. The students play on a team at w-s-u. They say - In some tournaments - A first place 
prize can earn you up to 20-thousand dollars. And the money does not end there. Other players are 
streaming their experience online - getting followers to pay the bill. <00:56 this industry is going to grow 3 
times in the next 3 years // 1:10 it's kind of like the Wild West right now. Everyone is trying to figure out 
where everything is and find the pieces and put things together. > Computer-making company "Cybertron' 
donated 2 and-a-half million dollars’ worth of gaming computers and equipment to Wichita state 
university. Online gamers say they hope scholarships for video games are in the future at w-s-u. The 
University of Utah recently became the first power five university to offer video game scholarships.

4/14/17 4pm

Regents at Washburn University adopt rules to govern conceal carry on campus. The plan says people 
carrying should conceal and safely secure their weapons while on campus - or face criminal charges. It 
also allows security staff to take away your guns if they're not stored safely. < Student government, 
administrators, police, all of those persons have urged that this not occur in our state. I'm content that we 



are doing everything we can to make it a safe campus,"> regents initially held off on passing its conceal 
carry plan due to concerns lawmakers would remove the law set to go into effect in July. It will allow you 
to conceal carry on public university campuses.

4/15/17 9pm

A student at k-state tweeted about her love for Dr. Pepper... And the soda company responded. She 
wrote that she drinks so much, she should have a fountain installed in her front yard to save money. Five 
months after sending that tweet, the soda maker gifted her with - you guessed it - a Dr. Pepper fountain. 
<I'm really excited, I think it's weird how one tweet can make this happen, but it's pretty cool. > the soda 
has to be watered down for the fountain to work...so the company sent her 12-hundred cans of dr. Pepper 
to drink.

4/17/17 4pm

A WICHITA WOMAN IS REMEMBERING A FRIEND WHO WAS MURDERED AT W-S-U ALMOST 40 
YEARS AGO.JULIE LADD.... WAS ONLY 19-YEARS-OLD WHEN A MAN KILLED HER IN THE 
BASEMENT OF HER WICHITA STATE DORM. Brittani Thomason spoke with her friend about how 
Julie’s death encouraged her to start a self-defense class for women.

4/18/17 4pm

Kansas City schools say, its funding has not changed enough to keep providing what it calls a quality 
education. Since block grant funding went into effect, school leaders say they've lost 400 dollars per 
student. It’s why teachers and administrators are asking state lawmakers to send more money their way 
when the state passes a new school funding bill. “We’ve got to let them know that we cannot continue 
with stagnant funding because it's not really stagnant. It hurts kids." BUTTED TO All of this has made it 
incredibly difficult to try and balance the money we have with all of what we want to do for our students."    
>the current school funding plan expires at the end of June. The state supreme court ruled earlier this 
year that lawmakers did not give enough money to k thru 12 schools. Lawmakers plan to continue school 
funding talks when the legislature returns in May.

4/19/17 4pm

AMERICANS WANT TO LOOK GOOD.BUT FEWER OF THEM ARE GOING ON DIETS TO ACTIVELY 
LOSE WEIGHT.MARY MOLONEY EXPLAINS WHY IN TODAY'S HEALTH MINUTE.

4/20/17 4pm

MOST OF US WOULD LOVE TO HAVE AN EASY WAY TO EARN SOME EXTRA MONEY WHILE 
WORKING FROM HOME. 

     BUT, AS SCOTT EVANS FOUND, THAT DESIRE FOR EXTRA CASH IS LURING AN INCREASING 
NUMBER OF PEOPLE INTO AN INTERNATIONAL SCAM WITH SERIOUS CONSEQUENCES.

MOST OF US WOULD LOVE TO HAVE AN EASY WAY TO EARN SOME EXTRA MONEY WHILE 
WORKING FROM HOME.BUT, AS SCOTT EVANS FOUND, THAT DESIRE FOR EXTRA CASH IS 



LURING AN INCREASING NUMBER OF PEOPLE INTO AN INTERNATIONAL SCAM WITH SERIOUS 
CONSEQUENCES. He tells us what to look for so you don't fall for it.

5/2/17 4pm

BUT TODAY THE WICHITA SCHOOL DISTRICT IS CELEBRATING THE COMPLETION OF ITS FINAL 
BOND PROJECT.THE FINISHING TOUCHES HAVE NOW BEEN PUT ON A STORM SHELTER AT 
ROBINSON MIDDLE SCHOOL.NOW ALL WICHITA SCHOOLS HAVE A FEMA APPROVED SHELTER 
FOR STUDENTS IN THE EVENT OF A TORNADO. The improvements were made through a bond 
passed in 2008.take a look at some of the accomplishments from the bond.it added 1-point-9 million 
square feet of new space in buildings across the district. Six brand new schools were built...it added 60 
safe rooms and storm shelters. And built 7 new gyms and swimming pools. Robinson’s principal says the 
students are excited for the improvements in their school. And she's grateful for the support the schools 
received.

5/3/17 4pm

A CONTROVERSIAL NETFLIX SERIES IS CAUSING SCHOOL DISTRICTS ACROSS THE COUNTRY 
TO WARN PARENTS ABOUT THE RISKS OF TEEN SUICIDE.THE SHOW IS CALLED 13 REASONS 
WHY AND IT'S NARRATED BY TEENAGER HANNAH BAKER… A TROUBLED HIGH SCHOOL 
STUDENT WHO HAS RECORDED A SERIES OF AUDIO TAPES… DESCRIBING THE "13 REASONS 
WHY" SHE HAS TAKEN HER OWN LIFE.THE PROGRAM'S UN-FLINCHING LOOK AT TEEN SUICIDE 
IS CAUSING CONCERN AMONG SCHOOL DISTRICTS NATIONWIDE SOME EDUCATORS ARE 
EVEN SENDING LETTERS HOME ABOUT THE NEW SHOW.... NETFLIX IS ADDING AN ON-SCREEN 
WARNING.

1. For someone who might not be familiar, what's this series about?

2. It sounds like you've seen the series yourself, what are some of the issues surrounding teenagers that 
are brought up?

3. Over the past few weeks, some organizations that deal with teenage suicide have issued warnings 
about this series, why do you think that is?

4. Do you think it creates a way for teenagers to 'identify' with Hannah or other characters or is this a 
good way of raising awareness about suicide, substance abuse, bullying, etc.?

5. In your professional opinion, talk about why this show is creating a lot of controversy in terms of the 
ways that it looks at some of the issues that surround teenagers.



6. Do you think this is a good way or a bad way at looking at some of those issues? Could that approach 
start conversations or is it a way of promoting some of that behavior?

7. What should parents do about the series? Do you think they should let their kids watch it? Have 
conversations about it beforehand or would you advise keeping your kids away?

8. What was your biggest takeaway from the series?

9. Are there any resources available for parents?

5/8/2017 4pm

TONIGHT PARENTS IN NEWTON ARE EXPECTED TO WEIGH IN ON THE ISSUE OF BULLYING...

WE FIRST TOLD YOU LAST WEEK... SEVERAL COMPLAINED AFTER THEY SAID THEY'VE SEEN 
SEVERAL INSTANCES AROUND SCHOOLS. Tonight they are expected to address the school board 
about the problem. We talked to the school district about its bullying policy after parents first 
complained....Its policy follows the state definition of bullying which prohibits any form by teachers, 
students, or parents.If a report is made, the district says the disciplinary action depends on the level of the 
offense and the age of the student as well as how many offenses have been reported. Punishments could 
include school detention, conflict resolution, in school or out of school suspension or at worst, expulsion.

5/9/17 4pm

VOTERS IN ANDOVER ARE DECIDING ON TWO SCHOOL BOND ISSUES TODAY. The first bond... 
Totaling 168 million dollars... would go toward a new elementary and high school along with storm 
shelters and security upgrades. This one would not increase your property taxes. But you would continue 
paying the same amount for 17 more years. The second would pay for swimming pools... Artificial turf on 
some fields and a professional studies center. That one would raise your taxes by about 2 dollars a 
month on a 100-thousand dollar home.

5/10/17 4pm

THE FIRST... A WOMAN DIES AFTER A HIT AND RUN IN RIVERSIDE...AND... A DEATH FROM 
MENINGITIS IN CENTRAL KANSAS...MICHAEL SCHWNAKE IS at the breaking news desk WITH THE 
DETAILS.

5/12/17 4pm

TOWARD THE END OF NEXT WEEK... WICHITA STUDENTS BEGIN THEIR SUMMER VACATION...

A SHORTER SCHOOL YEAR MEANS A LONGER SUMMER BREAK...and some parents worry about 
their children *forgetting all they have learned over the school year.we talked with a tutoring center here in 
wichita...it says when kids have a longer break... in can be more difficult for them to transition from one 
grade to another...



5/16/17 4pm

TONIGHTS STORMS COULD DISRUPT SOME GRADUATION PLANS...WE TOLD YOU EARLIER 
ABOUT THE CONTINGENCY PLAN WEST HIGH SCHOOL HAS PUT IN PLACE JUST IN CASE 
WEATHER RAINS OUT THE CELEBRATION.... MOST OF THOSE STUDENTS CROSSING THE 
STAGE TONIGHT ARE 17 OR 18...BUT ONE TEENAGER FROM TEXAS IS SHOWING EVERYONE 
UP...at a time when most of his peers are preparing to enter high school, the 14 year old is graduating not 
from college! and with a pyschics degree no less! carson huey-you received his bachelors degree from 
texas christian university on saturday.huey-you was homeschooled... before he started the eighth grade 
at five years old. he was just ten when he applied for college. and academic excellence must run in the 
family ...because huey-you's 11-year-old brother is graduating high school this week. he will go on to 
study physics and astronomy also at t-c-u.

5/17/17 4pm

LAST NIGHT MANY AREA SENIORS FROM WICHITA HEIGHTS, WEST, AND LEVY CELEBRATED 
THEIR GRADUATION. MOST OF THOSE STUDENTS CROSSING THE STAGE TONIGHT ARE 17 OR 
18...BUT ONE TEENAGER FROM TEXAS IS SHOWING EVERYONE UP...

at a time when most of his peers are preparing to enter high school, the 14 year old is graduating from 
college! and with a physics degree no less! carson huey-you received his bachelors degree from texas 
christian university on saturday. huey-you was homeschooled... before he started the eighth grade at five 
years old. he was just ten when he applied for college. and academic excellence must run in the family 
...because huey-you's 11-year-old brother is graduating high school this week. he will go on to study 
physics and astronomy also at t-c-u.

     

5/19/17 9pm

HEAVY RAINS BURST A DRAINAGE PIPE OVERNIGHT AT THE STATEHOUSE.... FLOODING THE 
LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH DEPARTMENT. The area where the offices sit... was part of the 325-million 
dollar Statehouse remodel that wrapped up in 20-14. now... fans are drying out the offices, as well as 
official and historical documents-- some of which are irreplaceable.

5/22/17 4pm

DOZENS OF GRADUATES AND FAMILY MEMBERS PROTESTED VICE PRESIDENT MIKE PENCE 
DURING GRADUATION AT NOTRE DAME. as the vice president began his commencement address 
yesterday... Graduates and family members stood and walked out. Pence is the former governor of 
indiana.He was asked to speak at the graduation ceremony because students and faculty protested the 
idea of president trump speaking.Pence did not comment on the walkout...

5/24/17 4pm

UNITED AIRLINES HOLDS ITS ANNUAL SHAREHOLDERS MEETING TODAY WHERE THEY WILL 
DECIDE IF THE CEO KEEPS HIS JOB.AND TACO BELL AND THE NBA ARE DOING THEIR TACO 
GIVE AWAY AGAIN THIS YEAR.JANE KING IS AT THE NASDAQ WITH THOSE STORIES AND MORE 
IN TODAY'S BUSINESS UPDATE



5/29/17 4pm

LUNCH TIME CAN BE ONE OF THE BEST TIMES OF DAY FOR SCHOOL KIDS. BUT SOME 
SCHOOLS ARE GETTING BACKLASH... TURNING IT INTO A TIME OF HUMILIATION. it's called "lunch 
shaming". it's when a student doesn't have enough lunch money... and some schools will take away a 
child's hot food... and replace it with a cold sandwich... crackers... or no food at all. you may have seen 
pictures shared on facebook... with slips of paper or stamps on their hands demanding payment. now, 
new mexico is the first state in the country... to *ban lunch shaming.

5/31/17 4pm

Kansas lawmakers take another step to make sure schools don't shut down in july...but the work isn't over 
yet for the session which is already in overtime...AND TODAY... SOME SAY THAT THE PLANS IN THE 
HOUSE AND SENATE... MAY NOT EVEN SATISFY A COURT RULING SAYING SCHOOLS ARE NOT 
ADEQUATELY FUNDED...michael schwanke has new information on the debate...

6/2/17 9pm

KANSAS LAWMAKERS WILL SPEND THEIR WEEKEND AT THE STATE HOUSE... IN AN EFFORT TO 
WRAP UP THE CURRENT SESSION.  Lawmakers are on day 105.They still need to come up with an 
agreement on a new plan to pay for public education and how to raise enough money to keep the state 
operating. Lawmakers didn't get far today... Going after each other during long debates. Some have 
likened these failed attempts to pass the bills as that of a standoff.

6/5/17 9pm

TIMES FOR YOUR CHILD'S SCHOOL DAY ARE CHANGING AGAIN. the wichita school board approved 
starting and ending school days next year.... 10 minutes earlier. Here's a look at some of those new start 
and end times. One school board members calls the decision... "the lesser of two evils." brittni thomason 
is live at the meeting to explain. BRITTNI?

6/6/17 4pm

It'll be an earlier wake up call for students next school year...The Wichita school board voted - last night - 
to start and end the school day 10 minutes early.This is for all the schools. A survey - earlier this year - 
found many parents and teachers did not like the extended school day. most Elementary schools did not 
get out until 4-40 - And parents thought that was too late.

6/7/17 4pm

6/8/17 9pm

KIDS IN WICHITA CAN PLAY GOLF, GO SWIMMING, AND RIDE THE BUS.... ALL FOR FREE THIS 
SUMMER. The city announced the "say YES" program ... Which allows kids age 7 to 17 to swim at public 
pools, golf  L-W Clapp... and ride the bus for free.Through the program... Kids can also get free lunches 



... And forgiveness of outstanding library fees. For free bus rides ... You'll have to pick-up a program pass 
at the Wichita Transit center. You'll find that information ... And the locations for free summer lunches... 
on our website k-w-c-h dot com.

6/9/17 4pm

6/12/17 4pm

PHYSICISTS FROM AROUND THE WORLD ARE MEETING IN WICHITA TO DISCUSS AN 
IMPORTANT PROJECT. Scientists are creating sub-atomic particles called "nutreenos". Nutreenos are a 
bi-product of nuclear fission. Researchers are studying nutreenos to see how they can impact the way the 
universe works. Professors say hosting a conference on this project at W-S-U is a boon for the university.

6/13/17 9pm

The maize school district will no longer charge a monthly tuition for all-day kindergarten. The 
superintendent says... It starts next school year. other fees... like the elementary curriculum fee and food 
services... are still in place. the superintendent credits the school funding bill passed by lawmakers last 
week.

6/14/17 4pm

MAIZE PARENTS, LISTEN UP - YOU WILL NO LONGER HAVE TO PAY A MONTHLY TUITION FEE 
FOR ALL-DAY KINDERGARTEN. Superintendent doctor chad higgins says...all-day kindergarten will be 
*free* starting next school year. He credits the school funding bill lawmakers passed last week, which 
includes funding for all-day kindergarten across the state. Other fees... Like the elementary curriculum fee 
and food services... are still in place.

6/15/17 9pm

Governor sam brownback approves a school financing plan that increases funding across the state. The 
billl phases in an increase of 293 million dollars over two years. This comes after a court mandate earlier 
this year from the Kansas Supreme Court after they found the state was not funding schools adequately. 
The new formula still needs approval from the supreme court.

6/16/17 4pm

KANSAS ATTORNEY GENERAL DEREK SCHMIDT ASKED THE STATE SUPREME COURT TO 
APPROVE THE NEW SCHOOL FINANCE PLAN. GOVERNOR BROWNBACK SIGNED IT INTO LAW 
YESTERDAY. THE COURT GAVE LAWMAKERS UNTIL JUNE 30TH TO COME UP WITH A SYSTEM 
THAT FAIRLY AND ADEQUATELY FUNDED KANSAS SCHOOLS. IF THE DEADLINE PASSES 
WITHOUT AN APPROVED SCHOOL-FUNDING SYSTEM IN PLACE....FUNDING FOR THE STATE'S 
PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM WILL SHUT DOWN, EFFECTIVELY CLOSING SCHOOLS.

6/19/17 4pm



THE NEWEST CHANCELLOR OF THE UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS WILL MAKE MORE THAN HIS 
PREDECESSOR. doctor douglas girod (ji-rod) will make 550-thousand dollars his first year plus more 
than 31-thousand dollars in deferred compensation at the end of the year. Outgoing chancellor 
bernadette gray-little earned more than 510-thousand this year. She served as chancellor for 8 years.

Girod (ji-rod) served as the university of kansas medical center's executive vice chancellor before taking 
the new job.

6/20/17 4pm

THE STATE SUPREME COURT PLANS TO HEAR ARGUMENTS NEXT MONTH....ON WHETHER A 
NEW SCHOOL FUNDING LAW COMPLIES WITH THE STATE CONSTITUTION. a four-page order from 
chief justice lawton nuss says the new law will take effect july 1st as planned. It will be enforced during 
the court's review. The law phases in a 293 million dollar increase in spending on public schools over the 
next two years. It also creates a new per-pupil funding formula for the state's 286 local school 
districts....to give more money to programs for low-performing students.

6/21/17 4pm

The Andover School District is the latest to considering eliminating fees for all-day kindergarten. The 
Kansas Supreme Court is expected to approve the school funding plan lawmakers passed earlier this 
month. If and when that happens, the district will take the suggestion to the board of education next 
month. Right now, parents in Andover spend 275 dollars a month on all day kindergarten - that comes out 
to nearly 23-hundred dollars a year. Half-day kindergarten is free. If approved, this will go into effect in the 
upcoming school year. Anyone who has paid for the upcoming school year would get a refund.

We're following breaking news...

THAT WILL AFFECT THE WICHITA STATE MEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM. WE GO TO WILL KUNKEL AT 
THE BREAKING NEWS DESK.

ENVIRONMENT

4/1/17 9pm

Showers and storms will continue overnight, mainly in central Kansas, as rain begins to taper off for the 
western half of the state. By Sunday afternoon, everyone will get a break from the rain. It will be mostly 



sunny in the west and mostly cloudy for central Kansas. A few showers will be possible over south central 
Kansas Sunday night into Monday morning, but most of the state will miss out on this opportunity for rain. 
By Tuesday, our next system begins to build into the region, bringing another chance for showers and 
storms to the state. Highs will drop into the 50s on Wednesday, as rain continues. Any chance for rain 
with this next system will come to an end by Thursday. We'll have sunny skies Thursday through 
Saturday with highs gradually warming into the 70s by then.

4/2/17 8am

Cloudy skies with spotty showers across eastern Kansas, while sunshine returns to the west.  A weather 
disturbance will move northward from Texas today into Oklahoma spreading spotty showers across 
Kansas into the evening hours.  Rainfall amounts will generally range from 0.10" to 0.25" through Monday 
morning with heavier amounts in the Southeast where amounts could be close to 1".   Even with more 
sunshine in the west compared to eastern Kansas, temperatures will remain on the cool side today with 
highs in the upper 50s and lower 60s statewide. Clouds to start our Monday morning for most of Kansas, 
however sunshine and warmer temperatures will return by afternoon.  Highs will reach the 60s and 70s 
with light winds.  Clouds begin to increase Monday night with showers and a light wintry mix developing 
across NW-Kansas.  This in response to a more potent weather system that will move into the Plains 
Tuesday and Wednesday.  The best chance of rain for south-central Kansas comes on Tuesday and 
Wednesday.  Rainfall amounts with this next storm system will generally range from 1 to as much as 3 
inches, the heaviest in the northeast part of the state.  We are not expecting severe weather, however 
thunderstorms may produce enough rainfall to cause some flooding concerns by Wednesday.  Expect a 
windy and raw day across Kansas on Wednesday with showers ending through the afternoon.  Highs on 
Tuesday and Wednesday will be in the 40s and 50s. Following this system the weather pattern changes 
to drier and warmer conditions to end the week and into next weekend.  Highs will be in the 60s with 70s 
expected by Friday and next weekend.

4/3/17 4pm

A driver calls for help as his truck is swept off a bridge over the walnut river... Rescue crews in Butler 
County were called to save him. Crews say... The driver was on his way home when he tried crossing a 
low water bridge. When they arrived... The driver was on top of the truck. They were able to send rescue 
swimmers in the water and get the man to safety. He was not hurt. Butler County’s deputy fire chief 
says... They get called out to rescues like this 2-to3 times a year... And want to remind people to be 
careful when crossing low water bridges.

4/4/17 4pm

Another cold rainy day...as a storm system settles over almost the entire state... We've seen showers 
popping up on the radar all day... It’s already caused some flooding concerns ... Ross has the details on 
that in just a moment but first we got to Sarah with a look at how long we can expect the rain to last.

4/5/17 4pm

We'll see drier weather Wednesday on the backside of Tuesday's rain-maker along with gusty northerly 
winds and highs in the 50s to around 60 degrees. Clouds will pass through far eastern Kansas this 
afternoon and they could sprout a few sprinkles or sun-showers while the west will be mostly sunny. 
Wednesday night will be clear and chilly with decreasing winds and lows in the 20s and 30s.



Thursday, through the weekend, a upper-level ridge of high pressure will build over the central Plains 
pushing the main storm track north of Kansas leaving us dry though Sunday afternoon. Look for sunshine 
gusty southerly winds with highs soaring into the 70s and 80s Saturday and Sunday.

4/6/17 4pm

The weather looks nice and quiet overnight with lows falling into the 30s with light winds. Frost is possible 
along and east of I-135. Sunny and warmer weather returns for Friday.

4/7/17 4pm

Gusty winds will be around for the weekend with even warmer temperatures expected around the state. It 
will be some of the warmest weather we've had in over two weeks. Skies will be mostly clear through the 
night with south winds 10-20 mph. Lows will fall into the 40s and 50s, so not as cool as the last few 
nights. Look for a mostly sunny sky again on Saturday with highs in the 80s. South to southwest winds 
may gust up to 30 mph in a few areas. A fast moving cold front will enter the state on Sunday and 
although it's not expected to drop temperatures much, it will be the focus for scattered storms into Sunday 
evening for areas along and southeast of the Kansas Turnpike. Storms will quickly move on to the east 
and the start of next week looks dry.

4/8/17 9pm

A cold front, moving into western Kansas Saturday evening will move to the east into central Kansas by 
Sunday morning. As this front continues to push through central and eastern Kansas Sunday afternoon, 
showers and storms will begin to pop up and will continue overnight. A few of these storms could become 
severe in the early evening hours over south central Kansas, with the main threat being high wind and 
large hail. As the front clears the state Monday morning, the chance for rain will come to an end. Cooler 
air will build in behind the front, dropping into the 60s on Tuesday. Rain is back in the forecast by mid-
week.

4/9/17 9pm

That's right-- Jacob. In a world where it seems like we're always praying for more rain...farmers tell me 
there are some potential drawbacks to the extra moisture. Wheat farmer, Scott van-Allen, is a little 
concerned more rain could cause rust and disease in his grain. Disease thrives in cold, damp weather, 
and Scott says they've already had an abundance of rain...and don't need anymore. Farmers ready to 
plant crops like corn or milo could also be in trouble if we get more wet weather. Scott, for example needs 
to get out pre-plant herbicide, but if it's muddy and wet, he can't. If you have livestock, the wet weather 
presents another problem... <53:00 people with livestock cattle, hogs, sheep, whatever, the wet weather 
can cause a lot of problems in their feed pins. The cattle have to slog around in knee deep mud that type 
of thing. > While there are several concerns, the rain is a blessing for many. Western Kansas farmers are 
still hoping for more rain to grow back what wildfires destroyed last month.

4/10/17 4pm



An annual report on the best and worst airlines compiled in partnership with Wichita state university... 
shows a new winner for best airline. Alaska airlines came in first for highest quality airline. With delta 
following closely in second place. The quality rating also determined that industry performance improved 
in all four elements. Those elements are on-time performance, rate of involuntary denied boardings, rate 
of mishandled bags and the rate of customer complaints.

4/11/17 4pm

After a chilly start, sunny skies are helping things warm up quickly. Rain chances will return to the state 
late tomorrow. HD Future Track shows increasing clouds in the west tonight but the rain holding off. Here 
are the current conditions and forecasts.

4/13/17 7am

New video this morning from northern Idaho shows the power of Mother Nature. Watch this - a camera 
crew from the Idaho department of transportation moved away from that road - moments before the 
hillside gave way. Minutes before, there would have been traffic moving down u-s highway 95. Crews 
managed to shut down the road moments before they shot this video.

4/14/17 4pm

With storms in the forecast... We want to help keep you safe over the holiday weekend. If you're traveling 
for Easter, make sure to take your "storm team 12 weather app" with you wherever you go. You can track 
the storms with our interactive radar... And get hour-by-hour forecasts. We will also send you weather 
alerts. So if you haven't already... Take a minute now to download the app today from your app store.

4/15/17 9pm

As that front moves into central Kansas Saturday evening, meeting up with warm and humid air, we could 
see a few strong to severe storms. Those storms will begin to pop up around 6 p.m. and they will continue 
to about midnight. The main threat with any severe storms will be large hail (up to the size of golf balls) 
and high wind (gusts up to 65 mph). The threat for severe weather will move out of Kansas on Sunday, 
but showers will linger. These showers will be scattered, so it's not going to be a wash out for the Easter 
egg hunts, but you'll want to have an umbrella close by. An active weather pattern will keep rain in the 
forecast Monday night.

4/17/17 4pm

Easter takes a scary turn for several hikers in Arizona...

Helicopters had to be called in to rescue a man who fell at least 75 feet into a canyon on Camelback Mountain in 
phoenix other hikers looked on as the dramatic rescue unfolded Sunday. The hiker was in such rugged terrain that 
firefighters had to combine three rescue techniques to get him out."i mean the name of the that trail is suicide trail. 
That’s what the park rangers call it, that's what the locals call it. It’s dangerous. “It took nearly an hour and a half, 
but rescuers were eventually able to get the hiker out.

No word on the extent of his injuries.



GROWING FOOD WITHOUT DIRT - THAT'S WHAT ONE CALIFORNIA WOMAN IS DOING.THE 
METHOD, CALLED "AQUA-PONICS"... USES FISH, PLANTS, WATER, AIR, CLAY AND 
SUNLIGHT.THE FISH FEED THE PLANTS, AND THE PLANTS CLEAN AND FILTER THE 
WATER THAT GOES BACK TO THE FISH.THIS GARDENER SAYS THE PROCESS LETS HER 
GROW THOUSANDS OF PLANTS IN A SMALLL SPACE.3

4/18/17 4pm

NOW THAT'S ITS WARMING UP.... A COMMON SPRING ANNOYANCE IS BACK...

We’re talking about oak mites - your kids may complain about them after playing in the yard...

experts say it's really too early to tell how bad it could be this year...but what they are saying is because 
we had a mild winter, there's a chance oak mites could come out earlier. They’re just small bugs that live 
outside, mostly on trees... but they can cause itchy, painful bites.

Experts say there's not much you can do to treat it... but there are things you can do to try to prevent it. 
Experts say it can take anywhere from 10-12 hours for you to even see the bites.

They also say diet is good to use, but won't prevent bites completely... and also wearing long sleeves.

4/19/17 9pm

WITH HAIL IN OUR FORECAST, SOME OF YOU WHO DON'T HAVE ACCESS TO A GARAGE 
MAY BE WONDERING WHAT YOU CAN DO TO PROTECT YOUR CAR...

OBVIOUSLY THE BEST THING YOU CAN DO IS FIND SOME SORT OF COVER TO PARK 
UNDER BUT IF YOU CAN'T DO THAT. Experts say find a big blanket and put that over your 
windshield and front of the car, because those areas generally get the most damage.

Experts say if you do get damage. Always go to a body shop that can give you a warranty because a lot of 
the pop up repair shops don't give you one.

  WE'RE LEARNING MORE ABOUT WHAT COULD HAVE CAUSED A SERIES OF WILDFIRES IN RENO 
COUNTY investigators tell us several of them are considered "suspicious”. Fire officials say the 43rd and Jupiter 
hills fire started along the road with no other possible sources of ignition. It’s the same story with the fire near 17th 
and faubion. Both started March 4th.The next day... There was a fire near 82nd and Monroe that also started along 
the road. Officials did find a firework in the area. Crews still haven't determined if that fire was intentional or 
accidental. The fire on Hendricks is also considered suspicious because eyewitnesses told fire officials there was no 
smoke in the area before the fire.

4/20/19 4pm

     WE'RE LEARNING MORE ABOUT WHAT COULD HAVE CAUSED A SERIES OF WILDFIRES IN RENO 
COUNTY

WE'RE LEARNING MORE ABOUT WHAT COULD HAVE CAUSED A SERIES OF WILDFIRES IN 
RENO COUNTY investigators tell us several of them are considered "suspicious”. Fire officials say the 
43rd and Jupiter hills fire started along the road with no other possible sources of ignition. It’s the same 



story with the fire near 17th and faubion. Both started March 4th.The next day... There was a fire near 
82nd and Monroe that also started along the road. Officials did find a firework in the area. Crews still 
haven't determined if that fire was intentional or accidental. The fire on Hendricks is also considered 
suspicious because eyewitnesses told fire officials there was no smoke in the area before the fire.

5/1/17 9pm

It dropped over a foot of snow in western Kansas and wreaked havoc on states including Texas and 
Arkansas over the weekend, now we are getting a look from space at the severe weather system moving 
across u-s.nasa released these satellite images that show strong storms moving across central states 
heading towards the east coast. Heavy rains and strong storms are now threatening about 80 million 
people from New York State down to Florida.

5/2/17 9pm

MILD, DRY AND MOSTLY CLOUDY THIS AFTERNOOON. IT WILL STAY THAT WAY THIS 
EVENING IN WICHITA. RAIN CHANCES WILL BECOME LIKELY BY MIDNIGHT. RAIN AND 
STORM CHANCES CONTINUE TOMORROW.

5/5/17 4pm

WARM AND SUNNY AS WE HEAD INTO THE WEEKEND. It’s a MUCH DIFFERENT PICTURE 
THAN WE SAW LAST WEEKEND..WE'RE IN FOR MUCH DRIER CONDITIONS THIS TIME 
AROUND.MERRIL HAS A LOOK AT THE FORECAST

5/8/2017 4pm

MERRIL WE SAW A DRY SUNNY START TO MAY... BUT THAT'S TOTALLY DIFFERENT 
FROM WHAT WE SAW IN APRIL.TODAY THE WEATHER EXPERTS ANNOUNCED THIS PAST 
MONTH WAS THE SECOND WETTEST APRIL ON RECORD. That’s right...at least for the lower 
48.above-average amounts of rain fell across the northwest, central plains, mid-Mississippi valley, great 
lakes and mid-Atlantic, averaging three-point 43 inches. All that rain lowered the u-s drought to the 
lowest level seen since 2000, when the nationwide drought monitoring program began. Scientists say 
April was also the eleventh warmest on record across the continental u-s.

5/9/17 4pm

WHILE WE'RE PREPARING FOR THE TYPES OF STORMS WE *USUALLY EXPECT IN 
SPRING...people in parts of western Kansas are still recovering from an unusual spring snow storm... that 
hit a little over a week ago...that storm caused thousands of outages and some are *still* without power 
right now. NEW AT FOUR... Brenda carrasco is in leoti with the latest on what crews are working on and 
how residents there are getting by



5/10/17 4pm

Heavy rain has already caused Minor Street flooding in Wichita today. While that quickly passed... more 
storms are out there and some could be severe. That’s why we made today a storm team 12 weather alert 
day. SARAH HAS A LOOK AT WHAT WE EXPECT AS WE HEAD INTO THE EVENING...BUT 
FIRST MERRIL IS TRACKING WHAT'S GOING ON RIGHT NOW.

5/11/17 4pm

WE'RE NOT THE ONLY ONES DEALING WITH SEVERE WEATHER...parts of oklahoma are 
dealing with tornado warnings right now...as well as severe thunderstorms and flooding melissa scheffler 
is keeping an eye on that storm from our breaking news desk...

5/12/17 4pm

WHILE WE DEALT WITH HEAVY RAIN... FLOODING AND SOME HAIL HERE IN KANSAS...

THE WEATHER WAS EVEN WORSE TO OUR SOUTH... WITH STORMS SPAWNING TORNADOES IN 
OKLAHOMA AND TEXAS...AND TODAY... SOME FAMILIES ARE LEFT CLEANING UP THE DAMAGE.

5/15/17 4pm

The chance for severe weather will expand into central Kansas tomorrow, as showers and storms start to 
pop up in the afternoon. There's an enhanced risk for severe weather in Central Kansas, including Dodge, 
Salina and Wichita. Large hail will be possible, up to about 2" in diameter. We could also see some high 
wind gusts, localized flooding, and maybe a few tornadoes. We'll keep you updated and Merril will have a 
look at your HD Futuretrack, coming up.

5/16/17 4pm

THE INCOMING STORMS ARE THREATENING TO RAIN OUT SEVERAL HIGH SCHOOL 
GRADUATION CEREMONIES...WEST HIGH SCHOOL HAS PUT TOGETHER A CONTINGENCY PLAN 
TO KEEP YOU AND YOUR GRADUATE DRY...AKEAM ASHFORD IS LIVE IN THE NEWSROOM WITH 
THE DETAILS.

5/17/17 4pm

We weren't the only ones dealing with storms... AT LEAST 25 TORNADOS WERE REPORTED 
ACROSS FIVE STATES In western oklahoma... one person was killed and at least 10 others hurt 
BECAUSE OF THE tornado THAT ripped through elk city. The extent of those injuries IS not known...But 
we do know... As many as 100 buildings were either damaged or destroyed.

5/18/17 4pm



IF A TORNADO DOES TOUCH DOWN TONIGHT MANY OF YOU HEAD STRAIGHT TO YOUR 
BASEMENT - STORM SHELTER - OR SAFEST PLACE IN YOUR HOUSE. so here are some options if 
you need to take shelter quickly. get to the lowest level of your home - that's usually the basement. If you 
do not have one - find a place away from windows. If you live in a mobile home - you should not stay 
there. go somewhere else. in some areas, there are public storm shelters you can go to. but in sedgwick 
county and hutchinson - there are not any public shelters.

5/19/17 4pm

Another hard hit area was salina...the national weather service says the area saw damage from straight 
line winds for around 80 to 90 miles an hour...it took down limbs... and damaged part of a shed and fence 
around the salina speedway. the owner tells us he-redid this place several years ago and is now cleaning 
up. he says nobody was here when the track was hit and it is all structural damage.

5/22/17 4pm

SHOWERS AND ISOLATED THUNDERSTHOWERS ARE MOVING ACROSS THE STATE. NO 
SEVERE WEATHER IS INDICATED OR EXPECTED. HD FUTURE TRACK SHOWS THE RAIN TODAY 
THEN SOME SPOTTY SHOWERS TOMORROW AFTERNOON. HERE ARE THE CURRENT 
CONDITIONS AND FORECASTS.

5/23/17 4pm

WE HAVE A MIX OF CLOUDS AND SUNSHINE THIS AFTERNOON WITH TEMPERATURE IN MOST 
LOCATIONS IN THE 60S. WICHITA WILL STAY IN THE 60S THROUGH EARLY EVENING. AFTER 
THE SPOTTY SHOWERS TODAY WE SHOULD SEE LOTS OF SUNSHINE TOMORROW THEN A 
RETURN TO RAIN CHANCES LATE IN THE WEEK.

5/24/17 4pm

CLOUDY AND COOL FOR THE EASTERN HALF OF THE STATE TODAYBUT MORE SUN AND MORE 
WARM IS ON THE WAY.METEOROLOGIST MERRIL TELLER HAS MORE ON WHAT YOU CAN 

EXPECT.

5/25/17 4pm

THUNDERSTORMS IN NORTHEAST COLORADO WILL MOVE INTO NORTHWEST KANSAS IN THE 
NEXT HOUR. A SEVERE THUNDERSTORM WATCH IS OUT FOR THAT AREA UNTIL 10 P.M. THIS 
EVENING.

5/29/17 4pm

IT'S ALMOST TIME FOR THE KANSAS WHEAT HARVEST. AND... SOME KANSAS GRAIN 
ELEVATORS ARE SCRAMBLING. they're working to move last year's grain out... to make room for the 
new wheat crop this year. the executive director of the "kansas grain and feed association" says... there's 
still a storage issue... Especially in southwest kansas. the activity at elevators comes as the crop begins 



to ripen. the kansas harvest typically begins in the state's sourthern-most counties... and moves 
northward. cutting could begin in some areas late next week. growers are still dealing with damp weather, 
crop diseases, and low prices around a dollar to a dollar-fifty a bushel.

5/30/17 4pm

At least 14 people are hurt after severe weather ripped through north carolina overnight. this was the 
scene late monday in sampson county. officials say the storms damaged more than a dozen homes and 
destroyed a turkey farm. there were numerous reports of downed trees and power lines. at least 14 
people were hurt, including one woman who, neighbors say, was trapped inside a mobile home that 
flipped over and rolled. schools in the area were also delayed today because of the storms.

5/31/17 4pm

AS MERRIL SAID, THOSE STORMS HAVE ALREADY PRODUCED SOME HAIL...WE SENT JACOB 
ALBRACHT TO NEWTON WHICH SAW SOME OF THAT HAIL THIS AFTERNOON...HE JOINS US 
NOW LIVE WITH AN UPDATE ON THE CONDITIONS YOU'LL SEE THIS AFTERNOON...

6/1/17 4pm

Yesterday's storms sent one man and his dog to the hospital...game wardens tell us the man was 
camping with his service dog at the miami state fishing lake when storms rolled through. high winds and 
golf ball size hail destroyed the camper's tent and left him and the dog without shelter. they posted these 
pictures of the damaged tent on their facebook page today. a warden had to drive around downed trees 
and through flooded areas to reach the two. both suffered minor injuries but are expected to be okay.

It’s a new glimpse of earth...as seen through the rings of Saturn. Take a look at this just-released photo from nasa. 
Through the icy rings of Saturn, you can see earth as a point of light. The view is from 870 million miles away.in a 
close-up, you can make out the moon alongside earth. The photo was taken from the Cassini spacecraft which was 
launched in 19-97 as a collaborative effort between nasa, the European space agency, and Italy’s space agency.

4/26/17 9pm

A FEW SPRINKLES MOVING OFF TO THE EAST. KIND OF CHILLY OUT THERE THISAFTERNOOON. 
RAIN CHANCES WILL BE ON THE INCREASE TOMORROW NIGHT INTO FRIDAY.

6/2/17 4pm

One person is dead after a fire breaks out inside a wichita home. BRITTNI THOMASON JOINS US NOW 
LIVE AT THE SCENE WITH THE LATEST ON WHAT FIRE INVESTIGATORS SAY HAPPENED.

6/5/17 4pm

It's a scene you might expect here in kansas...if you haven't seen this on facebook yet... now is your 
chance to take a look... as a man keeps on mowing while a tornado churns not far away...cecilia wessels 



took this picture of her husband theunis in Alberta, Canada Friday... while a tornado touched down... he 
said he had his eye on it... fortunately... no one was hurt... and damage from the tornado was minimal...

of course... what you *really need to do in a situation like this... seek shelter immediately.

6/6/17 4pm

THUNDERSTORMS ARE SCATTERED OVER MUCH OF CENTRAL AND WESTERN KANSAS. 
STORMS ARE MOVING SLOWLY TO THE SOUTHEAST EXCEPT IN SOUTH CENTRAL KANSAS 
WHERE MOVEMENT IS TO THE SOUTH. HD FUTURE TRACK SHOWS THE STORMS DIMINISHING 
OVERNIGHT. HERE ARE THE CURRENT CONDITIONS AND FORECASTS.

6/7/17 4PM

High winds sent a crew of boaters overboard...trapping them underneath their boat in the america's cup 
semi-final race tuesday. the boat had some damage from the high speed impact with the water. the six-
man crew were all safe, despite some of them being thrown into the water.

6/8/17 4pm

A few showers and storms will be possible this evening, particularly over southwestern and south central 
Kansas. Severe weather is not expected, but we could have a few storms that could produce small hail 
and gusty wind. Rain will taper off overnight, leaving partly cloudy skies. Lows will drop into the upper 50s 
to lower 60s. A ridge of high pressure will take over, from the west, for the rest of the week. This will keep 
us sunny and warm as we head into the weekend. Highs will jump into the upper 90s this weekend, 
getting close to triple digits. Our next chance for rain won't return until Tuesday, as our next system builds 
in from the west. Western Kansas will likely stay dry, with the best chances over central and eastern 
Kansas.

6/9/17 4pm

High pressure will take over this weekend bringing sunshine and warmer weather. It will be warm and 
windy over the next few days, with highs in the 90s and gusts around 30 mph possible.That warm and 
windy weather will continue into the start of the work week, ahead of the next system that will bring us a 
chance for showers and storms mid-week. A cold front will move in from the west, into central Kansas on 
Wednesday. Scattered showers and storms, mainly over central and eastern Kansas will be possible on 
Wednesday. That front will stall over central Kansas through the end of next week, keeping the chance 
for rain in the forecast through then. "Cooler" air will build in behind that front, dropping us back into the 
80s. WICHITA AREA FORECAST: Tonight:  Mostly clear to partly cloudy. Wind: S 10-20. Low: 69. 
Tomorrow:  Becoming sunny, breezy, warmer.  Wind: S 15-25; gusty.  High: 91.Tomorrow night: Clear, 
mild. Wind: S 10-20; gusty. Low: 70. Sun: High: 92  Sunny, windy. Mon: High: 92  Low: 71  Mostly sunny 
to partly cloudy, windy. Tue: High: 91  Low: 72  Partly cloudy, breezy; Isolated overnight storms. Wed: 
High: 90  Low: 71  Mostly cloudy, scattered overnight storms. Thu: High: 88  Low: 68  Mostly to partly 
cloudy.

6/12/17 4pm



SHOWERS AND STORMS ARE MOVING TO THE NORTHEAST THROUGH A SMALL PART OF 
NORTH CENTRAL KANSAS. WIND AND WARMTH WILL CONTINUE TO BE THE WEATHER WORDS 
FOR THE NEXT FEW DAYS. GUSTS TO 40 MPH WILL BE LIKELY OVER CENTRAL AND EASTERN 
KANSAS THIS AFTERNOON THEN DROP OFF A LITTLE TOMORROW. REMEMBER THOSE HEAT 
SAFETY RULES IF YOU WILL SPEND MUCH TIME OUTDOORS. HD FUTURE TRACK SHOWS A 
FRONT MOVING SLOWLY ACROSS THE STATE. IT COULD TOUCH OFF THOSE ISOLATED 
STORMS TOMORROW. HERE ARE THE CURRENT CONDITIONS AND FORECASTS.

6/13/17 9pm

THE KANSAS "DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE, PARKS, AND TOURISM" SHARED THIS PHOTO 
TODAY... A DEER SHOWING SIGNS OF "CHRONIC WASTING DISEASE." BIOLOGISTS SAY... THE 
SICKNESS CAN SPREAD. AND IT HAS HUNTERS WORRIED IT COULD IMPACT THE DEER 
POPULATION. BRITTNI THOMASON SPOKE WITH A BIOLOGIST AND HUNTERS... ABOUT WHAT 
THIS COULD MEAN FOR THEM. BRITTNI?

6/14/17 4pm

A wildfire near denver sends people running from their homes for safety. the "dead dog fire" started 
monday and grew fast yesterday - putting several homes in danger. crews say dry conditions and winds 
helped blow the fire toward homes. but late yesterday - mother nature gave firefighters a boost - shifting 
winds and sending flames away from homes.

6/15/17 9pm

Take a look at this timelapse video. you can see the storms move into north wichita from outside our 
station. heavy rain starts coming down immediately. WINDS WERE REPORTED UP TO 80 MILES PER 
HOUR IN PARTS OF THE WICHITA AREA. JACOB ALBRACHT JOINS US FROM THE NORTHWEST 
SIDE OF THE METRO. jacob what are you seeing there?

6/16/17 4pm

Power is restored for many westar energy customers....after storms swept through much of the state.

this is a look at the damage in hutchinson. 80 mile per hour winds caused much of the damage. Trees fell 
in yards and on cars...Trees that fell on one home caused it to be condemned for a bit.

6/19/17 4pm

Many people south of omaha are *still* without power... days after two tornadoes ripped through the 
suburb of belleview. the e-f-one and e-f-two tornadoes were part of the same front thursday that brought 
thunderstorms to kansas. ONE of the tornados crossed through the air force base - then hit homes to the 
east. with no electricity - people affected by the storm are dealing with another round of cleanup today.

6/20/17 4pm



This year's harvest is looking good. that's according to a report published from the u-s department of 
agriculture. the u-s-d-a says 22 percent of kansas wheat is cut. that's about the same as this time last 
year. in south-central kansas - 48 percent of the winter wheat is cut and ready to go.

6/21/17 4pm

TROPICAL STORM CINDY HAS WEAKENED A BIT AS IT MOVES TOWARD THE GULF COAST. BUT 
THE STORM IS STILL POWERFUL AND VERY DANGEROUS. don champion has more from biloxi, 
mississippi.

HEALTH & SAFETY

4/1/17 9pm

Scientists are getting closer to finding a vaccine for the zika virus. The National Institute of Health says it’s 
now in phase two of clinical trials.  After this round of testing - they'll add 24 hundred people in central and 
south America to the tests.  Last year hundreds of people contracted the virus through mosquitoes. If a 
pregnant woman contracts the virus - Researchers believe it could cause birth defects.

4/2/17 8am



A Factfinder 12 Consumer Alert if you own a Ford F-250. The company is recalling more than 52-
thousand trucks because your vehicle could start moving after you put it in park. The recall affects 20-17 
models. Ford says they have not received any reports of crashes.

4/3/17 4pm

Smoke forced students at Hadley middle school to evacuate this morning. School officials tell us an a-c 
unit overheated and started smoking... which set off the fire alarms staff unplugged the unit... while crews 
checked for any fire... Students were taken to a different building but were allowed to go back to the class 
after an all-clear was given.

4/4/17 4pm

One person is dead after a pickup truck crashed into a school bus full of children. It happened this 
morning in Oklahoma City. District officials say the bus was hit from behind... none of the children on 
board were hurt. But the driver of the pickup truck was killed. The accident forced the district to postpone 
many of the standardized tests scheduled for Tuesday have now been postponed to Wednesday.

4/5/17 4pm

A fire badly damages a home near college hill today... It was breaking news we first told you about at 
noon today after crews were called to this scene near second and Dellrose. When they arrived they 
reported heavy smoke and flames coming from the second floor... it was so bad crews were actually 
forced to retreat from inside the home and fight the fire from outside. Smoke also caused a visibility 
problem for drivers in the area. First and second streets where shut down between Oliver and Pershing 
while crews worked to put out the flames.

4/6/17 4pm

Barking...snarling... even chasing them down the street... That's what postal workers say they have to 
deal with when they're delivering your mail... Melissa Scheffler is in the newsroom with more on the 
increase in dog attacks.

4/7/17 4pm

An important alert for asthma sufferers... more than half a million inhalers are now being recalled. The 
makers--Glaxo-smith-Kline-- says some of their albuterol inhalers are delivering the wrong dosage of 
medication. They are now recalling more than 590-thousand of the inhalers. The voluntary recall is not on 
the patient-level, but patients are encouraged to seek immediate medical attention if their inhaler is not 
relieving symptoms.

4/8/17 9pm

Free physicals, dental check-ups, and so much more...all offered at Fairmount Park today. Via Christi and 
Wichita State worked together to offer full-service medical tents to the community. After getting check-
ups, visitors could schedule follow-up appointments with clinics that could help them in the future. One 



mother says this service gives her peace of mind. <I would like to know everything that's wrong with them 
when they get sick, and what I can do to help them out and make them feel better, whatever doctors I can 
refer to them to and what not. The dental is awesome, everything is awesome. > More than 500 
volunteers worked today's event.

4/9/17 9pm

Two teenagers are dead after an early morning crash near Kansas City. Investigators say an officer tried 
to stop the car because the headlights were off, but the car sped away. Soon thereafter, the officer found 
the car slammed into a tree. The teens who died were 14 and 15 years old. Seven other teens were in the 
car at the time. Police have not released the names of the victims.

4/10/17 4pm

A Connecticut teenager is making medical history. She's one of the first in the country to receive a so 
called artificial pancreas. As Kenneth Craig explains, the new technology could change the lives of tens of 
thousands of people living with type 1 diabetes.

4/11/17 4pm

Doctors are raising the alarm about a drop-off in the use of vaccines. Directors at the Emory University 
vaccine center say the public is becoming dangerously complacent. They're asking medical workers to 
stress the importance of vaccines.... because without widespread coverage vulnerable communities could 
be at risk of preventable diseases like the measles. In 2013, 87 percent of pediatricians reported seeing 
parents refuse vaccines.

4/13/17 7am

A factfinder 12 alert this morning. The maker of the "customatic" adjustable bed says its consumers could 
be in for a real shock. That’s prompted officials to recall 50-thousand "customatic beds" because their 
power outlets may be incorrectly wired - posing a shock hazard. The beds are sold at mattress stores 
nationwide. No injuries have been reported.

4/14/17 4pm

There are multiple crashes on west Kellogg... between West Street and downtown Wichita... According to 
"which way dot org"... five cars are involved in a crash at southwest boulevard... no one is seriously hurt... 
And there's another accident at Seneca... in the west bound lanes... No one is hurt there... if you have to 
get out... avoid Kellogg between west and downtown... as crews get those crashes cleaned up.

4/15/17 9pm

As severe weather season ramps up, many of you are looking to get yourself prepared in case of 
disaster. But have you thought of *everyone in your home? Devon Fasbinder went to a veterinary clinic in 
Wichita today, and listened in as a veterinarian explained how you can make sure your *pets stay safe 
too.



4/17/17 4pm

Panhandling... begging... you've complained to us about what seems to be an increase in the number of 
people out on the streets asking for handouts. WE LOOKED INTO WHAT'S GOING ON... AND IT 
TURNS OUT AT LEAST PART OF THE INCREASE APPEARS TO BE THE RESULT OF A U-S 
SUPREME COURT RULING. Pilar Pedraza joins us to explain what's going on.

4/18/17 9pm

THE WICHITA CITY COUNCIL TAKES A STEP TOWARD NEW RATES.... THAT WILL AFFECT *YOUR 
WATER BILL. The city is changing the structure of the "storm water" charges on monthly bills for 
homeowners. There will be a range of four rates that depend on how much square footage of your 
property doesn't absorb water. That includes things like your roof and your driveway. The city says this 
will keep up with increasing costs to repair sewer lines. Today’s vote moves the issue toward a final 
debate and vote at a later date.

4/19/17 4pm

SCAM ARTISTS CAN POSE AS GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS TO CELL PHONE COMPANIES...

NOW THEY ARE DUPLICATING YOUR FRIENDS' FACEBOOK PAGES TO SCAM YOU.

KURTIS MING EXPLAINS HOW.

4/20/17 4pm

     IF YOU'VE EVER FELT THREATENED WHILE EXCERCISING ALONE, A NEW COMPANY IN 
CONNECTICUT WANTS TO HELP...  

    THEY'VE CREATED A NEW DEVICE THAT CAN CALL HELP AT JUST THE PUSH OF A BUTTON... 
ELIMINATING THE NEED TO CARRY A CELL PHONE.

     EVA ZYMARIS SHOWS US HOW IT WORKS.

IF YOU'VE EVER FELT THREATENED WHILE EXCERCISING ALONE, A NEW COMPANY IN 
CONNECTICUT WANTS TO HELP.THEY'VE CREATED A NEW DEVICE THAT CAN CALL HELP AT 
JUST THE PUSH OF A BUTTON.ELIMINATING THE NEED TO CARRY A CELL PHONE.EVA 
ZYMARIS SHOWS US HOW IT WORKS.

5/1/17 4pm

WHEN YOU THINK ABOUT HEALTHY FOOD. CHANCES ARE, VEGETABLES AND FRUIT ARE WHAT 
COME TO MIND. BUT THERE ARE FRUITS AND VEGETABLES THAT CAN BE BAD FOR YOU EVEN 
TOXIC -- IF THEY AREN'T PREPARED PROPERLY. MARY MOLONEY HAS WHAT YOU NEED TO 
KNOW IN TODAY'S HEALTH MINUTE:

5/2/17 4pm



A factfinder 12 alert for Toyota owners the automaker is recalling more than 200-thousand 20-16 and 20-
17 Tacoma’s...the company says... the piece that connects the truck's back two wheels could leak oil 
causing the driver to lose control. If the issue is not fixed... it could cause a crash.

Toyota says. You should take your truck to your dealership for a free repair. Toyota did not say whether 
any injuries or crashes led to this recall.

5/5/17 4pm

FIREFIGHTERS IN WICHITA WERE BUSY OVERNIGHT...THEY WERE CALLED TO TWO 
separate FIRES....the first at this home on Aloma Street. That’s near harry and I-135.

Firefighters say they were called to the home around 4 a.m. But no one was home when they got to the 
scene. No one was hurt and investigators are still looking for a cause.

5/8/2017 4pm

A factfinder 12 alert... check your fridge...Perdue is recalling some of its chicken sausage links because 
they may be contaminated with plastic. The recall involves 24-ounce packages of "Perdue Italian-style 
organic chicken sausage. “The agriculture department says three consumers complained about finding 
blue plastic materials in the food. But there are no confirmed reports so far that anyone was injured. 
About two-thousand pounds of the recalled sausage has been shipped to distributors in Connecticut and 
Maryland. If you have purchased it, food safety officials say you should *not* eat it.

5/9/17 4pm

A NATIONAL ABORTION RESEARCH AND POLICY ORGANIZATION SAYS KANSAS IS ONE 
OF THE STATE'S WITH THE MOST ABORTION LAWS NOT SUPPORTED BY SCIENTIFIC 
EVIDENCE.BUT ONE LAWMAKER DISAGREES.SCOTT EVANS TALKED TO BOTH SIDES TO 
SEE WHETHER A CHANGE OF LAWS IS ON THE HORIZON.

5/10/17 4pm

THE FIRST... A WOMAN DIES AFTER A HIT AND RUN IN RIVERSIDE...AND... A DEATH 
FROM MENINGITIS IN CENTRAL KANSAS...MICHAEL SCHWNAKE IS at the breaking news desk 
WITH THE DETAILS

5/11/17 4pm

YOU DROP OFF AND PICK UP YOUR KIDS FROM SCHOOL EVERY DAY, BUT DO YOU KNOW 
WHAT KIND OF AN IMPACT THAT'S HAVING ON THEIR HEALTH?FACTFINDER 12 
INVESTIGATOR DEVON FASBINDER FOUND OUT.it seems minimal...five minutes to drop off and 
five minutes to pick up.That's only fifty minutes a week.But if your car is idling for those fifty minutes, it's 
producing ozone and particulate matter 2.5In one year you'll be making a serious environmental impact.



Plus, there's the impact on your child.

5/12/17 4pm

WE NOW KNOW RECALLED WAFFLES... WERE SERVED IN ANDOVER SCHOOLS.

pinnacle foods, which makes Aunt Jemima frozen breakfast foods... recalled some products after listeria 
bacteria were found in the production environment...so far *no illnesses have been linked to the recall... 
and no product has been found to contain bacteria.the andover district sent a note to parents today... 
saying some of the waffles now being recalled were served in march and april...it says its food service 
contractor has identified and disposed of any more affected products.it urges parents to talk to their 
doctor... if children start to show any signs of illness.we have a link at k-w-c-h dot com for you to check if 
*your food is affected.

5/15/17 4pm

It's a problem across the country...and right here in Kansas. Sex trafficking may be happening in places 
you'd never expect. Exodus cry, a Kansas City nonprofit, works to combat the issue by doing outreach on 
the streets and online. mFactfinder 12 investigator Rachel Skytta got an up close look at how the group 
helps victims escape the life. You can watch her full story tonight on eyewitness news at 10... But Rachel 
joins us now for a preview of what to expect.

5/16/17 4pm

TODAY FEDERAL INVESTIGATORS ARE HEADED TO THE SITE OF A DEADLY PLANE CRASH IN 
NEW JERSEY it was breaking news we told you about first here on eyewitness news at 4 yesterday 
afternoon...2 people died went the learjet 35 they were flying in crashed... And burst into flames about a 
quarter of a mile from the teterboro airport. A warehouse and several cars were damaged in the crash... 
but no one on the ground was hurt. Investigators with the FAA and NTSB were called in today to 
investigate the cause of the crash. a medical examiner is working to identify the two victims on the plane.

5/17/17 4pm

We've already seen damage from tornadoes... And the threat of more severe weather is on the way 
tomorrow...That has folks like the red cross in preparation mode...We have Jennifer Sanders and Darrel 
Hacker here with the Red Cross... Jennifer you guys are already preparing for a possible disaster right? 
What are you doing to prepare? What do you want people to know ahead of the storm?

5/18/17 4pm

AN IMPORTANT ALERT FOR PARENTS... A HUTCHINSON DAYCARE HAS HAD ITS LICENSE 
SUSPENDED BY THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT...k-d-h-e ordered the emergency suspension for 
"cherished memories" on Tuesday the state says the owner had mrsa and had been hospitalized for 
wounds on her legs. Her doctor released her to go back to work on the condition she had a helper.



K-d-h-e found no helper present. The agency says her legs were bandaged but the kids were crawling 
around on the floor touching her legs. The mrsa bacteria can be transmitted by touch. Her doctor does 
not believe it is safe for her to run a daycare.

5/19/17 4pm

A young girl who was shocked at a wichita carnival has now died...it was breaking news we first brought 
you a week ago when pressley bartonek was rushed to the hospital in critical condition. michael 
schwanke is in the newsroom with an update to breaking news from noon...

5/22/17 4pm

The verruckt  waterslide at schlitterbahn will stay in place for the time being...schlitterbahn waterpark 
announced plans to tear down the slide after the death of 10-year old caleb schwab... but now Kansas 
attorney general derek schmidt says the slide is a crucial piece of evidence into the investigation of 
schwab's death ... and therefore must remain in place until the investigation is complete. THE A-G'S 
OFFICE ISSUED THIS STATEMENT SAYING IN PART "We are sensitive to the desire to allow 
demolition of the Verrückt waterslide. However, our top priority must be to ensure the thoroughness and 
integrity of the criminal investigation. That necessarily includes the preservation of all evidence, including 
the Verrückt itself, until the investigation can be completed and we can determine whether or not the 
available evidence supports the filing of criminal charges."

5/23/17 4pm

WICHITA FIREFIGHTERS SAY A STOVE, LEFT ON AND UNATTENDED CAUSED A FIRE THAT 
DESTROYED SEVERAL APARTMENTS. MORE COULD HAVE BEEN DESTROYED WERE IT NOT 
FOR SOME FIRE STOPS BETWEEN THE UNITS. SCOTT EVANS SPOKE TO ONE MAN WHO SAYS 
THOSE FIRE STOPS SAVED HIS LIFE.

5/24/17 4pm

A SAD DAY FOR MANY IN CONWAY SPRINGS, AS FAMILY AND FRIENDS MOURNED THE LOSS 
OF PRESSLEY BARTONEK. After the funeral service, hundreds of balloons were launched outside the 
United Methodist Church in Conway Springs - all in memory of fifteen month old Pressley. She died a 
week ago, after being shocked at a West Wichita carnival when she touched a fence that was charged 
with 290 volts of electricity.

5/29/17 4pm

A factfinder 12 health alert...the memorial day weekend is the gateway to summer. but a warmer than 
average winter... has health officials concerned about the further spread of Zika. texas and florida are two 
of the highest risk states where experts say we could see outbreaks of the mosquito-borne virus. gulf 
coast states... and even parts of arizona and california are also on the list...

5/30/17 4pm



NEW AT 4...one man was critically hurt when a firework exploded near his face. police say the 28 year 
old was lighting the fireworks off along east 87th street over the weekend when it happened. the man 
suffered serious burns to his face. the case has been forwarded to the sedgwick county fire department 
for investigation.

5/31/17 4pm

Wichita fire investigators are working to determine the cause of an early morning apartment fire. Officials 
say they were called to the scene near harry and web this morning. They were able to put the fire out 
quickly and no one was hurt. But the fire did about 70-thousand in damage.

6/1/17 4pm

RIVER MADNESS IS THE THEME FOR RIVER FEST THIS YEAR AND WITH SO MANY RIVER 
ACTIVITIES - WICHITA CITY OFFICIALS WANT TO MAKE SURE THE AR-KANSAS IS SAFE FOR 
YOU AND YOUR FAMILY. the city is testing the water for e. coli. that sample will indicate what flag is set 
up for conditions during the first day tomorrow. With the theme this year of river madness there will be lots 
of people in the river for the events. but before you get in and have some fun, the city and festival officials 
make sure it's safe. that's why everyday they will fly either a blue or green flag to let you know the 
conditions. blue flag means you are good to go green flag means you can still get in the river, but there 
are some things you should do after you get out.

6/2/17 9pm

New at nine - a company that runs a carnival

Where a 15 month was electrocuted last month has another event set up in Kansas City.

They've setup rides in the suburb of Lee's Summit for a weekend event there. It was inspected by state 
and city officials prior to opening. People who were there earlier today say they've noticed an increase in 
mats and cover cords and more supervision to keep an eye on the rides.

6/5/17 9pm

factfinder 12 shows you how quickly- THE INSIDE OF A CAR COULD REACH 100 DEGREES. ON AN 
80 DEGREE DAY... IT ONLY TAKES TEN MINUTES FOR TEMPERATURES INSIDE OF A CAR TO 
GET CLOSE TO 100 DEGREES. AT THE HALF HOUR MARK... TEMPERATURES INCREASED TO 
ONE HUNDRED AND FOURTEEN DEGREES AND WITHIN AN HOUR IT REACHES UP TO ONE 
HUNDRED AND TWENTY FOUR DEGREES.

6/6/17 4pm

KIDS BEING HURT IN HOT CARS HAS BECOME AN ALL TOO COMMON...ITS A STORY WE'VE HAD 
TO COVER EVERY SUMMER AND WHILE IN THIS PARTICULAR CASE, THE CHILD GOT INTO THE 
CAR BY HERSELF... MANY TIMES IT'S THE PARENTS WHO LEAVE THEIR CHILDREN STRAPPED 
IN THEIR CAR SEATS BY MISTAKE. ACCORDING TO KIDS AND CARS DOT ORG, HUNDREDS OF 
CHILDREN HAVE DIED OF HEATSTROKE AFTER BEING TRAPPED INSIDE VEHICLES SINCE 2010. 
but there are some easy tips every parent should follow to prevent hot car deaths. first...look before you 



lock to assure that everyone is out of the backseat. second...keep something you need in the backseat 
such as a your phone...left shoe or anything essential to your daily routine. finally...always lock you car 
doors...even if the car is in the garage to prevent kids from getting in.

6/7/17 4pm

A kansas hog farm is destroyed in a fire. The kansas state fire marshal tells us they are working to 
determine what caused the fire at husky hogs in long island- near the nebraska- kansas border. the blaze 
started at the end of a hog farrowing barn and quickly spread to two additional barns causing millions of 
dollars in damage. 9 thousand animals died in the fire. a worker was burned in the fire. he was taken to 
the hospital and later transferred to wichita.

6/8/17 4pm

ONE PERSON IS CRITICALLY HURT IN AN AMMONIA LEAK IN SOUTH HUTCHINSON.IT HAPPENED 
AT THE TYSON PLANT THIS MORNING. WE KNOW ANOTHER PERSON WAS  TREATED FOR 
INJURIES ON SCENE. RACHEL SKYTTA HAS THE LATEST ON THE SITUATION.

6/9/17 4pm

Today the state health department said one person in barton county contracted the west nile virus. Its the 
first case in the state this year. KDHE says mosquito traps set in Reno, Shawnee and Johnson all tested 
positive for West Nile virus in preliminary testing. Two birds in Shawnee County also tested positive for 
the virus. the k-d-h-e tells us those results could indicate the virus could appear much earlier this year. 
they say the best way to prevent West Nile virus is to prevent being bitten.

6/12/17 4pm

A DROWNING CASE IN TEXAS HAS PARENTS WORRIED ABOUT THEIR KIDS. A boy died after 
doctors found fluid in his lungs and around his heart. He accidentally swallowed water on a vacation. We 
talked to a wichita pediatrician who says if water gets into the lungs and stays there for an extended 
period of time...it starts killing lung tissue.

6/13/17 9pm

WICHITA POLICE ARE INVESTIGATING A DROWNING AT AN APARTMENT COMPLEX POOL. this is 
an update to breaking news we brought you last night at 9. police say a 26-year-old man went underwater 
and could not get out. A woman with him could not help him and called 9-1-1. The man later died at the 
hospital. The relationship between the two is unclear. This happened at the huntington apartments, where 
the man lived.

6/14/17 4pm

Texas police say a stash of apparent sweet treats...is actually a stash of drugs. police near houston found 
600-pounds of lollipops laced with methamphetamine. officers found them while conducting a search 



warrant on a home. the design of the lollipops is raising concerns that the sweets were being marketed to 
children. the drugs have a street value of almost a million dollars.

6/16/17 9pm

A bad chemical reaction prompted an evacuation at a saline count plant this afternoon.

Mcshares says a process involving benzoyl peroxide didn't go as expected and created a potentially  
hazardous situation. Crews were called out to evacuated the facility and surrounding area.

The company says the chemical reaction is contained and there was no leak, fire or hazardous chemical 
release. Residents and businesses have since been allowed to return back to the area.

6/19/17 4pm

AN OHIO MAN IS SPREADING AWARENESSS ABOUT THE DANGERS OF HOT CARS FOR 
CHILDREN AND PETS. HE IS MAKING CAR DECALS WITH IMAGES OF KIDS AND ANIMALS IN 
HOPES OF REMINDING PEOPLE TO DOUBLE CHECK THEIR CARS BEFORE LEAVING SOMEONE 
OUT IN THE HEAT. A GRANDFATHER AND PET OWNER HIMSELF, HE HOPES A VISUAL CUE WILL 
KEEP THE WORST FROM HAPPENING.

6/20/17 9pm

NO ONE WAS SERIOUSLY HURT WHEN A CAR CRASHED INTO THE FRONT OF A HAYSVILLE 
BUILDING. this happened at the haysville office park this afternoon. a four-door ford escort was towed 
from the scene. Haysville's police chief says two people were in the car and several people were in the 
building at the time of the crash. He says the car's driver had a medical condition, which led to the crash.

6/21/17 4pm

PET OWNERS IN THE WICHITA AREA MAY BE LOOKING TO THEIR VETS FOR A DOG FLU 
VACCINE. DON'T BE ALARMED - THE VIRUS ISN'T IMPACTING KANSAS YET. some kennels in 
kansas are looking to get ahead of dog flu following an outbreak in chicago and a suspected case in 
oklahoma. symptoms look like what you would see if your dog has kennel cough. but the strain impacting 
animals now can develop into something deadly.

AND WHILE ALL THOSE SPRING BLOOMS MAY BE PRETTY TO LOOK AT...SPRING CAN BE ROUGH 
FOR ALLERGY SUFFERERS.BUT DOCTORS SAY YOU DON'T NECESSARILY HAVE TO GIVE UP AND 
SUFFER THROUGH IT.MARTHA SHADE EXPLAINS IN TODAY'S HEALTH MINUTE



POLITICS

4/1/17 8am

More than a dozen cities across the country hosted small protests today against Supreme Court nominee 
Neil Gorsuch. Senate republicans hope to confirm Gorsuch next week. Hundreds gathered to try and 
keep that from happening. <"Judge Gorsuch needed to convince me he would not join the posse of 
Republican appointees that has relentlessly stretched the law to benefit Republican partisans and 
corporations at the expense of everyone else. Over and over again during his hearing, he dodged and 
ducked and failed."  > Democrats *could* filibuster Gorsuch and delay the vote. If that happens - 
republicans have threatened to change the senate rules to end the filibuster - and hold a simple majority 
vote to confirm him.



4/2/17 9pm

Today, democratic senator Joe Donnelly of Indiana... joined two other democrats in openly supporting 
Judge Neil Gorsuch...for the Supreme Court. But that still may not be enough to avoid a filibuster. Andrew 
Spencer tells us what senate republicans may do to get Gorsuch confirmed.

4/3/17 4pm

The Kansas house came three votes short of the two-thirds needed... To override Governor Sam 
Brownback’s veto of Medicaid expansion in Kansas. The bill would have extended the state's health 
coverage for the poor, seniors, and disabled... under former president Barack Obama’s "affordable care 
act." it would have allowed up to 180-thousand more Kansans to get insurance coverage. however, the 
governor and some other lawmakers opposed the measure saying... it could drive up costs when the 
state's already facing more money trouble... and noted the uncertainty of "Obamacare’s" future. During 
debate on the override this morning... supporters of expansion said... Kansans are paying into Medicaid, 
but are not getting what they pay for with their tax dollars. <:36 "those checks that they <Kansas 
taxpayers> are writing to the u-s treasury represent the dollars that we are leaving on the table by not 
bringing them home to Kansas :44:46 right in my back yard there is at least 20,000 Sedgwick contains 
that do not have health care and i cannot turn my back on their well-being" :58:27 "we here in Kansas are 
in control of our destiny if the federal government backs out in a year, we can back out in a year, > 
lawmakers we talked with say the debate is *not over... while it may not get another hearing this year, 
many say they expect the issue to come back again next session.

4/4/17 4pm

Time is running out for Kansas lawmakers. As they wrap up their last week of the regular session they still 
have no budget fix or new school finance formula for the state. Lawmakers are scheduled to leave on a 
three week break this Friday. While they got straight to work on the big issues facing the legislature this 
year.... so far they haven't held a major debate on either one. Many say they're waiting for the April 
revenue estimate to come out during the break... to see where the state now stands financially *before* 
making any new commitments. <sot verbatim: this is an unusual year.  Because we do have to have 
some type of tax plan in order to go hand in hand with the budget. And we are looking at a very dire 
financial situation for the state of Kansas. > Lawmakers are only scheduled to come back for one day 
after their break for what's called a veto session. But they'll have to stay however long it takes to pass a 
budget for the next two years, a tax plan to pay for it... and a new school funding formula. Legally... all 
three have to be done by June 30th.

4/5/17 4pm

Breaking news out of Washington this afternoon. Steve Bannon is out... President Donald Trump's chief 
strategist, has been removed from the national Security Council. Melissa Scheffler is at the breaking 
news desk with the latest.

4/6/17 4pm

The other story breaking from Topeka... a move forward for allowing grocery stores to sell stronger beer... 
this afternoon the house approved a bill allowing grocery stores to sell beer with up to six-percent alcohol 
content... instead of the current 3-point-2 percent currently allowed at grocery and convenience stores... It 



does not allow wine, hard liquor or stronger than six-percent beers sold in grocery stores... The push has 
been made by those stores for years... but opponents are concerned that competition with large chains 
will put small liquor stores out of business... That measure now moves to the senate... If it's approved 
there and allowed to go into law by the governor, the changes would happen in 2019.

4/7/17 4pm

Strong words from u-s leaders as the president calls for a missile launch aimed at a Syrian airbase. 
Indicating a major shift in the president's foreign policy Akeam Ashford talked with a local family with ties 
to Syria...we'll hear from him in a moment but first Melissa Scheffler is following the latest developments 
from the breaking news desk.

4/8/17 9pm

Texas senator Ted Cruz will be in Wichita early next week... to support republican congressional 
candidate Ron Estes. Estes is running for the 4-th district u-s house seat. Cruz will join Estes during a 
campaign rally Monday afternoon at yingling aviation in Wichita. Cruz won the Kansas republican caucus 
last year.

4/9/17 9pm

A reminder for anyone who wants to vote before Tuesday.... In-person advance voting ends at the 
Sedgwick county election office at noon tomorrow. Early voting at satellite locations ended yesterday.  
The polls open at 6-am and close at 7-pm on Election Day. Ron Estes, James Thompson, and Chris 
Rockhold are all running for the fourth congressional district seat.

4/10/17 4pm

It’s the final push in the campaign 2017 special election... republican Ron Estes... libertarian Chris 
Rockhold and democrat James Thompson... all want to fill the vacant seat in the 4th congressional 
district... Happening now... Texas senator and former presidential candidate Ted Cruz is in Wichita... 
Campaigning for Estes... Pilar Pedraza has the scene there... Pilar?

4/11/17 4pm

James Thompson made a final push for votes this afternoon... He tweeted these photos...showing him 
visiting with people at Picasso's Pizza in Delano. This is the same approach we saw from Thompson 
when we caught up with him yesterday. Thompson told us and voters he was feeling confident...even 
knowing he's the underdog in this race. Thompson cast his vote early...he posted photos and a video on 
Facebook last month, urging others to get out and vote. Election workers say more than 300 people have 
come through this polling location so far today. It’s a little quiet in here now, but again the polls are open 
until 7.

4/13/17 4pm



The u-s brought in a big weapon to help in its fight against terrorism. This afternoon... The air force 
dropped an 11-ton bomb on Isis targets in Afghanistan. Craig Boswell has more details from the white 
house.

4/14/17 4pm

America could be teetering on the brink of war with North Korea... as both sides threaten nuclear action 
against the other. North Korea warns... it's ready to fire a pre-emptive strike... if it feels the U-S is showing 
any sign of military aggression. Devon Fasbinder is at the breaking news desk with the latest on the 
growing tensions. Devon?

4/17/17 9pm

A FEDERAL JUDGE ORDERS KANSAS SECRETARY OF STATE KRIS KOBACH....TO TURN OVER 
PROPOSED CHANGES TO FEDERAL VOTING RIGHTS LAWS. kobach took those proposals to 
meeting he had with president Donald trump last year. Photos of the documents got national attention.

Today, a judge ruled that parts of the documents are relevant to a lawsuit... challenging a state law 
forcing voters to bring proof of citizenship when they register to vote. The order also tells kobach to turn 
over a related internal document....about proposed changes to the national voter registration act.

4/18/17 9pm

THE TRUMP ADMINISTRATION IS WORKING TO STOP NORTH KOREA'S NUCLEAR AND 
BALLISTIC MISSILLE PROGRAM. Vice President Mike Pence met Japan's prime minster today....

Telling him the U-S hopes diplomatic and economic pressure will shut things down. President Donald 
Trump says he's working with China - North Korea's closest trade partner - to end the programs.

4/19/17 4pm

A CHURCH PLAYGROUND... HAS THE SUPREME COURT DISCUSSING THE LIMITS ON 
RELIGIOUS FREEDOM.THIS CASE MAY HAVE IMPLICATIONS FOR SCHOOL VOUCHER 
PROGRAMS.WEIJIA JIANG REPORTS FROM WASHINGTON.

4/20/17 4pm

President trump welcoming the Italian prime minister for the first time at the white house today.

It’s the first meeting between the two leaders. They’re expected to discuss trade and security ahead of 
next month's g-7 gathering in Sicily. The meeting comes as president trump is looking to build 
international relationships.

5/1/17 4pm

     REPUBLICANS AND DEMOCRATS HAVE AGREED ON A SPENDING BILL THAT WILL AVERT A 
GOVERNMENT SHUTDOWN.



     THE LEGISLATION WAS RELEASED THIS MORNING.

     MEG OLIVER HAS THE DETAILS ON WHAT'S INCLUDED FROM WASHINGTON.

REPUBLICANS AND DEMOCRATS HAVE AGREED ON A SPENDING BILL THAT WILL AVERT A 
GOVERNMENT SHUTDOWN.THE LEGISLATION WAS RELEASED THIS MORNING.MEG OLIVER 
HAS THE DETAILS ON WHAT'S INCLUDED FROM WASHINGTON.

5/2/17 4pm

GIRL SCOUTS ARE BANNED FROM SELLING THEIR COOKIES OR HOSTING MEETINGS AT 
KANSAS CITY, KANSAS CATHOLIC CHURCHES.THE ARCHDIOCESE OF KANSAS CITY POSTED 
ON FACEBOOK - SAYING THE ORGANIZATION DOES NOT SUPPORT THE VALUES OF THE 
CATHOLIC CHURCH.ARCHBISHOP JOSEPH NAUMANN SAYS THE CHURCH WILL NOW 
ENCOURAGE FAMILIES TO ENROLL THEIR KIDS IN AMERICAN HERITAGE GIRLS, A CHRISTIAN 
GIRLS GROUP.

5/5/17 4pm

Also in Washington today...president trump signed a one-trillion dollar spending bill...The measure will 
avoid a shutdown and fund the government through september.it passed the house Wednesday and the 
senate Thursday before it reached president trump's desk for his signature.it took weeks of negotiation 
between democratic and republican lawmakers to reach the agreement. Both sides claimed victory in the 
final bill. Republicans are happy it boosts funding for border security and the military --while democrats 
successfully blocked funding for a border wall with Mexico and won money for domestic programs. The 
government would have run out of money today if a new budget had failed to win approval.

5/8/17 4pm

FORMER ACTING ATTORNEY GENERAL SALLY YATES TESTIFIED ON CAPITOL HILL TODAY...

SHE'S THE MUCH-ANTICIPATED WITNESS REGARDING THE ALLEGED RUSSIAN INTERFERENCE 
IN THE 2016 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION.HER APPEARANCE BEFORE A SENATE PANEL COMES AS 
FORMER OBAMA ADMINISTRATION OFFICIALS CONFIRM PRESIDENT OBAMA PERSONALLY 
WARNED PRESIDENT-ELECT TRUMP AGAINST HIRING MICHAEL FLYNN.KENNETH CRAIG 
REPORTS FROM CAPITOL HILL.

5/9/17 4pm

NEW NOW.A BILL PROPOSED AT THE STATE CAPITOL WOU ALLOW YOU TO DRINK ALCOHOL 
OUTSIDE BARS AND RESTAURANTS...THE MEASURE MOVED CLOSER TO BECOMING LAW 
AFTER A SENATE COMMITTEE APPROVED THE BILL MONDAY.IT WOULD PERMIT CITIES AND 
COUNTIES TO DESIGNATE ZONES WHERE LIQUOR OR BEER COULD BE CONSUMED IF IT'S IN A 
SPECIALLY MARKED CONTAINER.THE BILL REQUIRES YOU TO APPLY FOR A PERMIT EVERY 
YEAR AND PAY A 100 DOLLAR FEE.THE ZONES WOULD LIKELY BE IN AREAS WHERE BARS AND 
RESTAURANTS ARE CLUSTERED, AND ALCOHOL WOULD ONLY BE ALLOWED OFF A 
PARTICIPATING SELLER'S PROPERTY IF THE DRINK IS MARKED WITH A SPECIAL LOGO.



CURRENT LAW SAYS FESTIVALS AND EVENTS MAY APPLY FOR PERMITS FOR SIMILAR ZONES, 
BUT THOSE PERMITS HAVE A THREE-DAY MAXIMUM LIMIT.

5/10/17 4pm

Rumors are already swirling about who could potentially replace comey. According to cbs news...this 
man, Andrew McCabe is a strong contender. McCabe is currently the interim director.cnn also reports 
Rudy Giuliani, a former new york city mayor and u-s attorney, and new jersey governor Chris Christie are 
on the shortlist. Also rumored to be frontrunners - former nypd head ray kelly and former tsa chief john 
pistole.

Now President Trump is calling on the u-n to pass new sanctions against North Korea. Today he held a working 
lunch at the White House with the representatives from the U-N Security Council nations. Craig Boswell has more 
details from The White House.

4/26/17 9pm

ALL 100 SENATORS WERE INVITED TO THE WHITE HOUSE TODAY FOR A BRIEFING ON NORTH 
KOREA.WITH TENSIONS ON THE KOREAN PENINSULA SKY HIGH LAWMAKERS WANT TO KNOW 
WHAT'S NEXT.WEIJIA JIANG REPORTS FROM THE WHITE HOUSE.

5/11/17 4pm

Secretary of state Kris kobach is being called on by the white house...kobach was picked to become the 
vice-chair of a new commission president trump is launching in order to look into alleged voter fraud. THE 
PRESIDENT HAS CLAIMED MILLIONS VOTED ILLEGALLY IN THE 2016 ELECTION, BUT 
NUMEROUS STUDIES HAVE SHOWN LITTLE EVIDENCE OF WIDESPREAD FRAUD.KENNETH 
CRAIG REPORTS FROM THE WHITE HOUSE.

5/12/17 4pm

"Oh I was gonna fire regardless of recommendation..."President Trump talked about the firing of F-B-I 
Director James Comey during a network interview Thursday, and the story he is telling is very different 
from what Director Comey himself has told associates. IT ALSO DIFFERS FROM WHAT HIS OWN 
STAFF HAS TOLD THE PUBLIC. SETH LEMON HAS MORE DETAILS FROM THE WHITE HOUSE.

5/15/17 4pm

THE JUSTICE DEPARTMENT IS INTERVIEWING CANDIDATES TO FILL THE TOP JOB AT THE F-B-I.

PRESIDENT TRUMP SAYS HE COULD NAME A REPLACEMENT FOR FIRED FBI DIRECTOR JAMES 
COMEY BEFORE THE END OF THE WEEK. LAWMAKERS ARE URGING THE PRESIDENT TO 
STEER CLEAR OF POLITICS AS HE MAKES HIS CHOICE. weijia jiang has the latest from the white 
house.



5/16/17 4pm

COULD NORTH KOREA BE BEHIND THE LATEST CYBER ATTACK?? that's what some cyber security 
experts believe. the "ransomware" attack hit computer systems in at least 150 countries. "the lazurus 
group" is a hacker collective with ties to north korea.... and symantec discovered portions of its malware 
codes in "wannacry"... the hacking program used in last weekend's cyber attacks. "lazarus" was also 
implicated in the 2014 hack of data from sony pictures... in apparent retaliation for its release of the film 
"the interview" that mocked north korean leader kim jong-un. and it was connected with last year's theft of 
81-million dollars from a bangladesh account at the federal reserve bank in new york. u-s officials blamed 
both hacks on north korea.

5/17/17 4pm

TODAY PRESIDENT TRUMP SPOKE AT A MUCH MORE CIVIL GRADUATION CEREMONY...IT 
COMES AS HE FACES TOUGH QUESTIONS OVER THE FIRING OF FORMER FBI DIRECTOR 
JAMES COMEY...COMEY HAS GONE SILENT SINCE HE WAS FIRED EARLIER THIS MONTH. BUT 
COMEY REPORTEDLY WROTE A MEMO FOLLOWING A FEBRUARY MEETING AT THE WHITE 
HOUSE. THAT HAS SPARKED NEW CRITICISM OF HOW PRESIDENT TRUMP HAS APPROACHED 
THE INVESTIGATION INTO POSSIBLE CAMPAIGN TIES WITH RUSSIA. MOLA LENGHI HAS MORE 
DETAILS FROM CAPITOL HILL.

5/18/17 4pm

JUST ABOUT AN HOUR AGO PRESIDENT TRUMP SPOKE DURING A JOINT NEWS CONFERENCE 
FROM THE WHITE HOUSE ROSE GARDEN. the president did touch on the justice department 
appointING former f-b-i director robert mueller as special counsel to look into possible campaign ties with 
russia. here's what he has to say when asked if it was the right move or part of a witch hunt.

5/19/17 4pm

THE NEWS OF PRESSLEY'S DEATH COMES AS STATE LAWMAKERS PUSH BACK A DEBATE 
OVER REGULATIONS MEANTO TO MAKE RIDES SAFER. THE HOUSE HAD BEEN SCHEDULED TO 
DEBATE A BILL TODAY WHICH DELAYED THE NEW REGULATIONS FOR AMUSEMENT PARKS 
FOR A YEAR UNTIL JULY 2018. Lawmakers approved the tougher regulations last month in response to 
the death of a colleague's son on a waterslide last summer. The new law requires annual inspections of 
rides by qualified inspectors or certified engineers. The state Department of Labor sought a delay over 
concerns that some operators couldn't comply by July.

5/22/17 4pm

Former president barack obama is heading to germany this week. he will sit side-by-side with german 
chancellor angela merkel at berlin's brandenburg gate. it's the first event of what the former president 
hopes will eventually become a worldwide program aimed at inspiring young people to create 
change.obama's appearance coincides with president trump's first trip to europe since taking office, which 
likely spark comparisons between the two. but merkel invited obama to appear in berlin last spring, long 



before trump was elected. and an aide says obama has no plans to discuss trump or politics while in 
germany, focusing instead on his program.

5/23/17 4pm

PRESIDENT TRUMP'S PUSH TO CONFRONT THE TERROR ATTACK ABROAD COMES AS HIS 
ADMINISTRATION UNVEILS ITS NEW SPENDING PLAN. PRESIDENT TRUMP IS LOOKING TO 
BALANCE THE BUDGET IN 10 YEARS WITH BIG SPENDING CUTS AND FASTER ECONOMIC 
GROWTH. LAWMAKERS HAVE DIFFERENT IDEAS ABOUT WHAT THE BUDGET SHOULD LOOK 
LIKE AND THEY CONTROL THE PURSE STRINGS. WEIJIA JIANG REPORTS FROM THE WHITE 
HOUSE.

5/24/17 4pm

Legislation loosening liquor laws heads to the governor's desk. Yesterday, the house approved a bill 
allowing cities to designate areas, like old town, as places where you can go bar-to-bar without tossing 
your beer. Those behind the bill say it allows Kansas communities to set up areas like the power & light 
district in Kansas city.

5/25/17 4pm

the house bill would phase in 280 million dollars more for schools over the next two years...

but Some lawmakers say that amount isn't enough to satisfy a kansas court mandate...

The state supreme court ruled in march that the state's 4 billion dollars in aid to schools was inadequate.

The court did not say exactly how much spending must increase when it set a June 30 deadline for 
lawmakers to pass a new school funding law.The bill is now headed to the senate.TODAY IS THE ONE-
HUNDRED-FIRST DAY OF THE SESSION...LAWMAKERS ONLY BUDGETED FOR 100...  AND EACH 
ADDITIONAL DAY COSTS AROUND 43-THOUSAND DOLLARS.IN ADDITION TO FINISHING A FIX 
FOR SCHOOL FINANCE... LAWMAKERS ALSO MUST ADDRESS A PROJECTED BUDGET 
SHORTFALL OF NEARLY 900 MILLION DOLLARS THROUGH JUNE OF 2019...MANY OF THE TALKS 
HAVE BEEN ABOUT ROLLING BACK INCOME TAX CUTS AND EXEMPTIONS CHAMPIONED BY 
GOVERNOR SAM BROWNBACK.

5/29/17 4pm

KANSAS LAWMAKERS HEAD BACK TO WORK THIS WEEK... WITH A DEADLINE LOOMING... AS 
THEY CONTINUE TO LOOK FOR WAYS TO FIX THE STATE'S MONEY TROUBLE... *AND MEET A 
COURT ORDER ON FUNDING SCHOOLS. last week... the kansas *house passed a bill giving more 
money to state schools over two years. but some worry... it doesn't do enough to meet a kansas supreme 
court ruling that found funding for schools inadequate... and gave lawmakers until june 30th to find a fix. 
and... lawmakers still need to come to an agreement on a plan to address a projected shortfall of 887 
million dollars through june of 20-19. the legislature passed the 100 day mark last week.

5/30/17 4pm



Happening today...the pentagon is putting its missile defense system to the test. this comes in response 
to a growing threat from north korea. this afternoon the pentagon confirmed it shot down a mock warhead 
over the pacific ocean. the test is the first of its kind in nearly three years... and officials say today 
successful trial is key to the overall success for us missile defense program. the anti-missile system is 
intended to protect the u-s from limited attacks involving intermediate and long-range ballistic missiles.

5/31/17 4pm

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP MAY BE PULLING OUT OF THE PARIS CLIMATE AGREEMENT. THE 
2015 ACCORD WAS SIGNED BY ALMOST 200 COUNTRIES, AGREEING TO VOLUNTARILY 
REDUCE THEIR GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS TO FIGHT CLIMATE CHANGE. KELLI O'HARA 
REPORTS FROM THE WHITE HOUSE.

6/1/17 4pm

THE OTHER BREAKING STORY WE'RE FOLLOWING RIGHT NOW IS FROM THE WHITE HOUSE 
WHERE PRESIDENT TRUMP ANNOUNCED JUST ABOUT AN HOUR AGO... HE IS PULLING OUT OF 
THE PARIS AGREEMENT... THAT'S A WORLDWIDE AGREEMENT TO FIGHT CLIMATE CHANGE. HE 
SAID HE WANTS TO BEGIN NEGOTIATIONS ON A NEW AGREEMENT THAT IS MORE FAIR TO 
AMERICAN WORKERS. WEIJIA JIANG HAS THE LATEST FROM WASHINGTON D.C.

KEEPING A PRESIDENT AND HIS FAMILY SAFE WHILE THEY TRAVEL IS NEVER CHEAP...

BUT SOME HAVE COMPLAINED ABOUT THE BILL PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP IS RACKING UP IN 
HIS FIRST 100 DAYS.SO FAR HE HAS SPENT 21 DAYS AT HIS MAR-A-LAGO GOLF CLUB IN FLORIDA. 
PUTTING HIM ON PACE TO SURPASS HIS PREDECESSOR'S FIRST-TERM TRAVEL SPENDING IN JUST 
MONTHS...NEW AT 4, Samantha-jo Roth from our washington d-c bureau... breaks

 down the costs.

4/20/17 4pm

KEEPING A PRESIDENT AND HIS FAMILY SAFE WHILE THEY TRAVEL IS NEVER CHEAP...

BUT SOME HAVE COMPLAINED ABOUT THE BILL PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP IS RACKING UP IN 
HIS FIRST 100 DAYS.SO FAR HE HAS SPENT 21 DAYS AT HIS MAR-A-LAGO GOLF CLUB IN 
FLORIDA.PUTTING HIM ON PACE TO SURPASS HIS PREDECESSOR'S FIRST-TERM TRAVEL 
SPENDING IN JUST MONTHS.NEW AT 4, Samantha-jo Roth from our Washington d-c bureau... breaks down the 
costs.

6/2/17 9pm

KANSAS LAWMAKERS WILL SPEND THEIR WEEKEND AT THE STATE HOUSE... IN AN EFFORT TO 
WRAP UP THE CURRENT SESSION. Lawmakers are on day 105.They still need to come up with an 
agreement on a new plan to pay for public education and how to raise enough money to keep the state 
operating. Lawmakers didn't get far today... Going after each other during long debates.

Some have likened these failed attempts to pass the bills as that of a standoff.

6/5/17 9pm



THE WHITE HOUSE KICKS-OFF A WEEK AIMED AT HIGHLIGHTING EFFORTS TO MAKE GOOD ON 
A CAMPAIGN PROMISE. BUT THE PRESIDENT'S TWEETS ON THE LONDON TERROR ATTACKS 
AND HIS TRAVEL BAN.... COULD DISTRACT FROM THOSE EFFORTS. karin caifa (kay-fuh) reports 
from washington.

6/6/17 4pm

LOWER PENALTIES NOW FOR THOSE CAUGHT WITH MARIJUANA IN WICHITA. the city council 
approved a measure that lessens penalties for first time offenders and people caught with small amounts 
of the drug. People with less than 32 grams on a first offense will face a penalty of $50 plus court costs. 
The fine for first time possession will also be lowered from $2,500 to $1,000 and you'd be subject to up to 
six months in jail.

6/7/17 4pm

FORMER F-B-I DIRECTOR JAMES COMEY WILL TESTIFY TOMORROW THAT PRESIDENT TRUMP 
SAID HE EXPECTED LOYALTY AND PRESSURED HIM ABOUT THE FBI'S INVESTIGATION INTO 
POSSIBLE TIES BETWEEN THE TRUMP CAMPAIGN AND RUSSIA. COMEY'S PREPARED 
STATEMENT WAS PUBLISHED ONLINE BY THE SENATE INTELLIGENCE COMMITTEE. Mola Lenghi 
has more on that - and on today's contentious hearing with two other intelligence officials - from Capitol 
Hill.

6/8/17 4pm

Comey's testimony comes as the man chosen to replace him is also in the spotlight. inside fbi 
headquarters, there are growing concerns the white house is trying to get in the way of the bureau's  
russia investigation. in the wake of comey's firing, one federal law enforcement official tells cbs news 
"there is a whole lot of interfering" happening. the person added, "this is a crisis." on capitol hill, acting fbi 
director andrew mccabe told the senate intelligence committee the investigation is on

6/9/17 4pm

While the tax plan passed this week gives the state the money... they now have to officials say where it 
goes for the next two years. Both the house and senate have passed their own versions of the budget.

negotiators are drafting a final version. THE BILL WILL likely authorize about 15-point-five billion in 
spending for the fiscal year, beginning in july. senators approved a two-percent raise for most state 
workers. this was not in the house bill.

6/12/17 4pm

Stop voting with the party line. You serve us. Yeah. For most of my....Yeah applause." Kansas 
Republican Senator Jerry Moran got heckled at his first listening session in Lenexa today. He is traveling 
to 69 counties in the state to hear from voters and constituents about the issues that matter to them. 
Congress men and women across the country have been booed and criticized in similar meetings across 
the country for the past few months.



6/13/17 4pm

AS WE SPEAK, ATTORNEY GENERAL JEFF SESSIONS IS TESTIFYING ON CAPITOL HILL...IN THE 
MIDST OF REPORTS THAT THE PRESIDENT IS CONSIDERING *FIRING* THE MAN LEADING THE 
INVESTIGATION INTO RUSSIAN MEDDLING. WE'VE BEEN STREAMING IT LIVE ON THE K-W-C-H 
APP...micahel schwanke joins us at the breaking news desk with the latest details.....

6/14/17 4pm

Two republican representatives from kansas are on the roster for the congressional game ... but were not 
at this morning's practice. katie johnston reached out to their offices today as well as other u-s 
representatives and senators about their response to the shooting.

6/15/17 9pm

Brownback will also let a gun bill pass without his signature that exempts state and mental hospitals from 
a gun bill that will take effect in July. The bill will ban concealed weapons from those facilities.

Legislators passed the bill earlier this month. Concealed weapons will still be allowed on public college 
campuses throughout the state beginning on July first of this year.

6/16/17 9pm

ANOTHER REPUBLICAN WILL RUN FOR KANSAS GOVERNOR IN 2018. former state senator jim 
barnett says he will announce his candidacy tuesday. Barnett is a doctor in topeka and a past president of 
the emporia school board. His announcement will include a statewide tour across nine cities in kansas. 
He'll be in wichita at jabara airport at 3-45 tuesday afternoon. barnett is the fifth candidate to announce a 
run for governor. He joins republicans kris kobach and wink Hartman and democrats carl brewer and josh 
svaty.

6/19/17 4pm

THE PRESIDENT'S LEGAL TEAM DOING DAMAGE CONTROL...TRYING TO CLEAR UP THIS 
TWEET. PRESIDENT TRUMP WROTE THAT HE UNDER INVESTIGATION FOR POSSIBLE 
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE. AS C-N-N'S JOE JOHNS REPORTS....THE PRESIDENT'S TEAM IS 
NOW SCRAMBLING TO CLARIFY HIS REMARKS AND TWEETS.

6/20/17 9pm

A NEW CONTENDER JOINS THE RACE FOR KANSAS GOVERNOR EARLIER TODAY JIM BARNETT 
ANNOUNCED HIS CANDIDACY. TREVOR MACY WAS THERE AT HIS ANNOUNCEMENT TODAY, HE 
JOINS US LIVE FROM THE KEEPER OF THE PLAINS, WHERE HE'S BEEN TALKING WITH VOTERS 
ABOUT THE RACE TREVOR WHAT ARE PEOPLE SAYING?

6/21/17 4pm



Republican Karen Handel will fill Georgia's open Congressional seat. The Former Georgia Secretary of 
State defeated Democrat Jon Ossoff last night in the state's special election. She will replace tom price 
who resigned his seat to serve as the secretary of health and human services. President Trump 
congratulated Handel in a tweet - writing in part - "Fantastic job, we are all very proud of you!" the special 
election was the most expensive house race in history... Ahead of next year's midterm elections.

//

4/28/2017 9pm

YOU MAY HAVE SEEN A PICTURE ON SOCIAL MEDIA, OF A SIGN ON A LOCAL BUSINESS THAT 
MANY SAY IS RACIST. this is what was written on the sign in front of mick's bar and grill.it says no sanctuary 
here, we call ice, valid I-d required...the sign has since been taken down, and the owner of mick's tells us he regrets 
putting it up, but says the message was not intended to be racist. The owner - named mick - says earlier this week a 
group of Hispanic patrons, who he believes were undocumented, stole money from him by using counterfeit 100 
dollar bills. He showed us surveillance video of the incident off camera, and has filed a police report.

5/1/2017 9pm

Emergency crews continue to assess the damage here in garden city. According to the emergency manager's office, 
three structures in the city collapsed. The awning over a Walmart gas station also collapsed under the weight of the 
snow. On Main Street, a business' awning also collapsed. the owner of that store wants to get it fixed as soon as 
possible to avoid losing money.one, a women's center, which the fire marshal's office is considering condemned.

5/2/2017 10pm

RANCHERS AND FARMERS IN WESTERN KANSAS DID THEIR BEST TO PREPARE FOR LAST 
WEEKENDS WINTER STORM.BUT STILL, MANY SAY THEY DID NOT IMAGINE THEY WOULD BE 
FACING SO MUCH LOSS. One rancher in Kearney (kerr-knee) county says he is just now coming to grips with the 
damage left behind. He says he put out extra feed and barriers to protect his livestock....but that wasn't enough.

5/3/2017 10pm

WO PEOPLE ARE CHARGED WITH FIRST DEGREE MURDER IN THE STABBING DEATH OF AN 86-
YEAR-OLD MAN. Otto (auto) Meyer... was found dead in his home on north Chautauqua over the weekend. 
Today... Yvonne Mosqueda and Boe Adams... were charged with murder... robbery and theft.

Adams also faces forgery charge. Police say... the suspects stole Meyer’s truck and tried to cash a check with his 
forged name.

5/4/2017 9pm

Oral Arguments began... as the case against Jonathan and Reginald Carr heads to the state supreme court. Both of 
the men were sentenced to death for a series of crimes that resulted in a quadruple

c



4/17/17 4pm

The Trump Administration is making clear North Korea is a top foreign policy priority. On a visit to the region the 
Vice President told the North not to test the resolve of the US, while the North is trying to show it will not be 
intimidated. Craig Boswell reports from the White House.

Community Calendar: 
KWCH, KBSD, KBSH, & KBSL provide a beneficial service for our community 
by providing an online Community Calendar to our viewing public. The 
Community Calendar is available for local groups and individuals to promote their 
events free of charge. It can be accessed through three of our websites: kwch.com, 
and kansascw.com. We’ve designed our calendar to be used by the public and 
monitored by our staff. Each month we list hundreds of events that happen 
throughout our viewing area that services nearly the entire state of Kansas. Some 
of these events include, but are not limited to, non-profit events, fine arts events, 
civic club meetings, city hall meetings, family celebrations, church functions, 
movie screenings and local music performances.



FCC Report
Second Quarter 2017

Tours
KWCH offers tours to groups interested in learning how a television station operates.  Tours are 
tailored to the individual needs of the group, which usually consists of school-age children.  It 
focuses on the history of the broadcasting facility and explains the types of jobs offered in each 
department.  Tours are conducted by the Promotions Department and questions are welcome 
throughout.

DATE TIME # TYPE
April 2017

4/7 11:00am 20 Disability Supports of the Great Plains



4/10 8:45am 11 McAdams Academy

4/12 11:30am 51 Berean Academy

4/17 4:00pm 5 COMCARE Children’s Services

May 2017

5/11 2:00pm 25 Holy Savior Business Class

5/12 2:30pm 5 Family group

June 2017

6/7 2:00pm 25 Asbury School Summer Program

6/12 2:00pm 20 4H Group

6/15 11:45pm 15 Kansas Kids @ GEAR UP

KSCW airs public service announcements that address community issues free of charge for various 
nonprofit organizations.  

PSA Title Length # of Runs
903 Gun Safety “Dangerous Home” :30 95
906 Save the Children “Collision Course” :30 87
908 NAB “For Those Who Serve” :30 94
909 NAB “Helps a Hero” :30 90
914 CDC “Facing the Facts Hep C” :60 118
915 Learn to Swim :60 116
921 CARE.org “Power of a Box” :30 110
922 Health is Primary :30 101
923 St. Jude Children Hospital “Family” :30 60
924 March of Dimes “Kaya’s Story” :30 105
927 CW “The Flash – STEM” :20 55
928 CW “Jane the Virgin – Let Girls Learn” :20 84
938 Underage Drinking “Talk, They Listen” :15 46
939 Migraines “The Move” :30 103
940 Discover Nature “Deer Staring Contest” :30 81
941 Wildfire Prevention “Dragging Chains” :30 43
942 Seat Belt “Never Give Up” :15 155



943 Diabetes Prevention “Bacon Lovers” :30 122
944 Diabetes Prevention “Busy Moms” :30 123
945 Discover Nature “Short Drive” :15 134
947 Adoption from Foster Care “Suitcase” :30 117
952 Narcanon “Alcohol” :30 60
953 Air Force Reserve “Start Your 

Adventure”
:30 121

954 Air Force Reserve “Start Your 
Adventure”

:60 116

955 Stand Up To Cancer “Celebrity Jingle 1” :30 57
956 Stand Up To Cancer “Celebrity Jingle 2” :30 47
957 Let’s Talk LUPUS :30 94
958 Call 811 Dig KGS :30 102
959 Call 811 Dig KGS :15 155
960 Kansas Fire Relief :60 33
973 Autism “Truck” :30 8
974 Bullying “TMNT” :30 27
975 Drunk Driving “Neon” :30 114
976 Forest Service :30 85
977 Recycling “Stadium” :15 153
978 Text & Drive “Unlucky” :60 74
983 KAB Scholarship :30 30
984 Scam “Family in Need” :30 62
985 Scam “Romance” :30 69
987 American Red Cross “Donate Now” :30 115
991 Soil “Our Living” :30 65
992 Soil “Our Living” :15 124



NON-BROADCASTING ENHANCEMENT
Mark Larson, Meteorologist
Member AMS local chapter
Risen Savior Lutheran Church Praise Team member
Risen Savior Lutheran Church Confirmation Guide
Risen Savior Lutheran Church Middle School Sunday School teacher
Volunteer food server Falcon Fellowship, Christ Lutheran Church
Volunteer carpool driver for the blind/visually impaired
Wichita Heights High School Booster Club concessions stand volunteer server/worker
Love Wichita Volunteer and coordinator 

Merril Teller, Chief Meteorologist
Kansas Children’s Miracle Network, Advisory Committee
AYSO Volunteer Referee



Member AMS/NWA local chapter
Member Us Too Prostate Cancer Awareness Group

Jeff Gibson, Engineer
C.E.R.T.
R.A.C.E.S. Emergency Operations Management volunteer

Amy J. Wintz, Account Executive
HCC communications strategic planning board member
Morgan PTO
Morgan Head room mother
Big Brothers and Sisters Reno county volunteer
HCC Leadership Program Mentor Board Member
Delta Zeta Alumni Chapter President

Casey Lowmiller, Photographer
American Red Cross Member

Dominic Gauna, Creative Service Director
USD 259’s Digital Production Advisory Committee
Kansas Hispanic Education and Development Foundation, Board of Directors
American Red Cross, Board of Directors/Vice Chair

John Salem, Account Executive
Ballet Wichita – Board of Directors (ex oficio)
Higher Ground (Tiyospay, Inc.) – Board of Directors (ex oficio)
SER – Board of Directors
Tallgrass Film Festival – Programmer/Screener
Fraternal Order of Oddfellows – Lodge Member
Miracles, Inc., Wichita – Volunteer/Santa Claus
Wichita Jazz Festival – Member/Supporter
Friends University Jazz Festival – Volunteer/Supporter

Eddie Gilmer
Big Brothers Big Sisters - Bowl for Kids Sake Participant

Ross Janssen, Meteorologist
National AMS Broadcast Board Chairman
AMS/NWA Wichita Chapter Treasurer
HOA President
Volunteer at Kechi United Methodist Church

Rodney Price, Meteorologist
Member AMS/NWA local chapter
Parish Unity Pillar - Saint Thomas Aquinas Church 
Volunteer - Saint Thomas Aquinas School; Meals on Wheels; Gift bearers

Robert Marin, Executive Producer
Volunteer organist – Meridian Ave. Baptist Church, Wichita, KS
Volunteer pianist – Lakepoint Nursing Home, Wichita, KS



Public Engagements
KWCH, KBSD, KBSH, KBSL, and KSCW serves the community by attending various 
special events where our employees emcee, educate, entertain and motivate throughout the 
year.  Our employees have made special appearances to the following organizations.

DATE ORGANIZATION EVENT ATTENDAN
CE

EMPLOYEE

April 2017
4/1 Down Syndrome 

Society of Wichita
Jester’s Masquerade Gala 300 Michael 

Schwanke
4/6 Junior Reading Circle Women Leading the Way 50 Melissa 

Scheffler



4/7 Kansas Association of 
Broadcasters

Career Fair 120 Brian Gregory

4/7 Goodwill Blue Jean Bingo 400 Melissa 
Scheffler

4/22 American Heart 
Association

BetterU Casting Call 100 Jenn Bates

4/29 Big Brothers Big 
Sisters of Salina

Glow Run DeeDee Sun

If you need more lines, place cursor in the last column of the last line and hit tab.

DATE ORGANIZATION EVENT ATTENDAN
CE

EMPLOYEE

May 2017
5/2 BYU Living Legends VIP Luncheon 75 Scott Evans
5/3 Union Rescue Mission Taste & See 250 Melissa 

Scheffler
5/6 KWCH Top of the Class 150 Melissa 

Scheffler
5/15 Newton Kiwanis Club Meeting 75 Melissa 

Scheffler
5/20 Victory in the Valley East Meets West 

Walk/Run
1000 Jenn Bates

5/31 Reeds Cove Rehab Scams & Social Media 
Talk

50 Michael 
Schwanke

If you need more lines, place cursor in the last column of the last line and hit tab.

DATE ORGANIZATION EVENT ATTENDAN
CE

EMPLOYEE

June 2017
6/3 Wichita Riverfest Wichicon 1000 Various
6/4 Wichita Riverfest Celebrity Egg Toss 200 Melissa 

Scheffler, Jacob 
Albracht

6/9 Splurge Magazine & 
Envision

Tee-Off Party Celebrity 
Putting Contest

500 Jenn Bates, 
Shane Konicki, 
Mark Larson, 
Will Kunkel

6/18 Tallgrass Film 
Association

Down to the Wire 200 Devon 
Fasbinder

6/29 Wichita Sports Johnny Bench Award 
Ceremony

500 Will Kunkel

If you need more lines, place cursor in the last column of the last line and hit tab.


